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AT A GLANCe  
pages 13-16 As delegates arrive for sibos 

 in osaka, many of the ser- 
   ial attendees will be mull-

ing the changes they have wit-

nessed in the event over the years. 
“sibos has grown significantly 
and with success comes responsi-
bility,” says Yawar shah, sWiFT 

chairman and a sibos veteran. 
While the programme and ex-
hibition have been continually  

continued on page 2
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SWIFT focuses 
on core mission
in an age of volatility, SWifT’s challenge remains 
constant: enabling innovation to cut total cost of 
ownership, while ensuring sustained performance 
of the services on which its community relies.

And as a new CEO takes the helm, SWIFT looks to focus on 
the areas in which its expertise and capabilities can best be 
leveraged to help banks deliver real value to clients.

Left: Gottfried Leibbrandt, CEO, SWIFT. Right: Yawar Shah, Chairman, SWIFT
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death by 
reform?
Are banks being 
overwhelmed by 
regulation? 

Implementation of 
new rules may take 
banks’ focus from 
growth.

If any part of the financial ser-
vices industry is geared up to 
handle wave upon wave of reg-

ulation it is transaction banking. 
but do the post-crisis reforms that 
are now reaching implementa-
tion stage proving too much even 
for this most resilient of banking 
businesses? Will the combination 
of ever higher running costs, cli-
ent activity depressed by eco-
nomic uncertainty and the diver-
sion of scarce resources to handle 
regulatory change fatally weaken 
the transaction services franchises 
that have sustained many banks 
through thick and thin?

Long before the financial cri-
sis, transaction banking business-
es found themselves at the centre 
of regulatory initiatives that obliged 
them to invest heavily, simply to 
continue to provide services to cus-
tomers. From anti-money launder-
ing and know-your-customer rules 
stiffened in the aftermath of 9/11 to 
initiatives such as check truncation 

continued on page 4
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enriched, the event is not simply an 
industry fair. “sWiFT has stuck to 
its ‘true north’ at sibos with a fo-
cus on creating the right level of 
dialogue in a responsible way,” 
says shah, noting that the dialogue 
generated at sibos is now facilitat-
ed throughout the year in a range 
of physical and virtual forums.

“We provide the platform and 
the programme allowing the in-
dustry to meet the industry,” says 
gottfried Leibbrandt, sWiFT 
Ceo. “The more we can do to 
enable that, the happier i am.” 
While encouraging a broadening 
of the debate to encompass new 
industry issues faced by its com-
munity members, sWiFT does 
not seek a role for itself in the 
outcome of every discussion.

Annual review
sWiFT itself nevertheless re-
mains a subject of debate at si-
bos; not surprisingly as it is the 
one annual opportunity for mem-
bers to look beyond their relation-
ship with sWiFT as individual 
customers to whether the coop-
erative is meeting expectations 
from the community as a whole.

Leibbrandt is clear that while 
sibos reflects the issues of the day, 
sWiFT’s essential function for 
the industry remains unchanged. 
“our core business is still secure 
messaging,” he says. “and our 
role in enabling the transfer of tril-
lions around the global econom-
ic system in a highly secure way 
hasn’t changed. if anything it’s 
become more critical as we have 
more flows on the network.”

Leibbrandt points to the lessons 
provided by the railway system. 
“They were built with heavy duty 
engineering to carry heavy traffic 
and were highly innovative when 
they were first developed,” he says. 
Later came highways and motor 
vehicles. Yet the railways continue 
to provide efficient access to the 

centre and to key infrastructures 
and the best among them have 
innovated to meet changing ex-
pectations. “We’re confronting a 
somewhat similar challenge,” says 
Leibbrandt. “Where we face com-
petition is in projects that involve 
the building of a new infrastruc-
ture, and that competitive envi-
ronment forces us to keep inno-
vating our offering.” 

Leibbrandt remains determined 
to keep sWiFT’s core offering 
front and centre. “We have a very 
well defined core mission: to de-
liver the secure messaging nec-
essary to transact correspond-
ent banking, high-value transfers 
and securities settlement in a safe 
and highly efficient way,” he says. 
“That mission is by definition fair-
ly risk-averse. as the financial in-
dustry’s ‘rail network’, we have to 
make sure that the trains run on 
time; the leeway for doing radical-
ly new things is there, but it has to 
be in a controlled way.” 

shah reinforces this point fur-
ther. “sWiFT’s core franchise is 
built around world-class integrity, 
security and availability and this 
high level of operational excel-
lence can never be compromised. 
our biggest achievement is to de-
liver at such high levels whilst con-
tinually driving down cost.”

New initiatives
a notable shift in recent years 
from a technical, internal orienta-

tion to a focus on customers and 
regions has nevertheless stimu-
lated calls for sWiFT to engage 
with a range of specific challeng-
es that its members are facing. 
one of these is sanctions screen-
ing. “banks are facing fundamen-
tal challenges in both the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of dealing 
with regulation and compliance,” 
notes shah. “They are asking 
sWiFT to step up in this area.” 

The resulting sanctions screen-
ing service, which is meeting 
huge adoption, has several in-
novative aspects from sWiFT’s 
perspective. Providing a central 
subscription service for banks, 
sWiFT checks messages against 
public sanctions lists, and as shah 
adds,  this is done in a structured, 
rules-based manner with the help 
of a market-leading third-party 
application. in addition, sWiFT 
is interacting with a new set of 
specialists within its member in-
stitutions. “The people who run 
regulation and compliance for the 
banks have traditionally not inter-
acted with sWiFT,” says shah, 
who points out that for the first 
time sibos this year will have a 
compliance forum.

despite the new steps required 
from sWiFT to be able to offer 
the sanctions screening service, 
shah is in no doubt that it fits 
clearly in the realm of what the 
cooperative should be providing 
for its community. “While this is 

a new area for sWiFT, the banks 
are asking it to apply its core ex-
pertise to the area of regulation 
and compliance and deploy the 
skills in which it excels: standard-
isation, a shared service where the 
benefits of cooperation exceed 
the benefits of competition and a 
consistent global approach from a 
neutral third party,” he says. 

Leibbrandt too recognises the 
natural fit. “it is very close to our 
core and a logical value-add to 
correspondent banking,” he says. 
shah nevertheless insists that the 
dividing line between what sWiFT 
can and cannot do in this area is 
clear. “We all know the banks are 
incurring increased cost in regula-
tion and compliance and it is right 
that they should think about ways 
in which sWiFT can ease the bur-
den,” he says. “but sWiFT can 
never get in between the bank and 
its regulator and sWiFT is not the 
spokesperson for the community 
on regulation. it is not an associ-
ation or a lobbying group; it must 
remain a trusted third-party oper-
ating network.”

More from the core
“We are a utility for our custom-
ers,” Leibbrandt confirms. “i’d like 
to develop a set of services around 
that core function that are coherent 
with it, so that when, for example, 
i use sWiFT for correspondent 
banking, i also have access to busi-
ness intelligence, sanction screen-
ing and other services around it.”

With the economic and tech-
nological environment chang-
ing fast, shah sees sWiFT’s dual 
role as a facilitator of dialogue 
and provider of services as closely 
linked. Leibbrandt agrees, point-
ing to recent examples where 
these two aspects of its mission 
have run in parallel. “Calls for 
action from the community tend 
to be driven by the need to meet 
new regulatory requirements; for 
example, Leis [legal entity iden-
tifiers], trade repositories, regu-
latory reporting, compliance and 

identity,” he says. “Lei is an in-
teresting microcosm as it is an 
area where we decided to move 
quickly while the debate was still 
ongoing. it is a good example of 
where we are trying to act and 
foster dialogue at the same time.” 

The notion of customer centric-
ity remains key. “What is needed 
now is focus,” says Leibbrandt. 
“We have launched quite a num-
ber of initiatives, but like all busi-
nesses we have limited resources. 
We’re not planning to conquer the 
whole universe and i’m not sure 
our owners would want us to.” 

Having gone through the Lean 
exercise, sWiFT is now in the 
process of identifying high-im-
pact areas of activity to which 
it can best apply its skills. “We 
are launching an internal review 
of all our projects over the last 
three years, looking at what we 
can prune and how we can direct 
more resources to those with a 
clear pay-off for the community,” 
says Leibbrandt.

TCO
in marrying innovation with tradi-
tional services, total cost of own-
ership (TCo) reduction remains 
key. “The hardest nut to crack as 
far as the core is concerned is re-
ducing total cost of ownership for 
our users,” says Leibbrandt. one 
issue relates to the legacy infra-
structure that still runs many of 
the operations within the com-
munity. “a clear lesson from the 
implementation of iso 20022 is 
that, however fast we would ide-
ally like to move, the banks have 
other things on their plate. if we 
are going to innovate the core we 
are going to have to do it at a pace 
and in a way that our owners and 
customers can absorb. There is 
also an opportunity here for us to 
shield customers from the impact 
of new market infrastructures by 
providing interoperability.” 

shah endorses the need for a 
coherent framework of action on 
new projects and sees the constan-
cy of sWiFT’s governance struc-
ture as providing the necessary 
checks and balances. Pressed to 
encapsulate the board’s priorities 
in the run up to sibos, he resists. 
“governance and slogans don’t 
go together,” he says. “basical-
ly governance is all about a disci-
plined judgment-oriented mature 
process. governance doesn’t only 
come from a manual, although the 
rules are fundamental and help-
ful. Nor does it come only from 
a particular set of participants ac-
tively worrying about something; 
it is basically a tapestry of struc-
ture, discipline and even judgment 
about how to run a company.”

SWIFT brings TCO into focus

continued from page 1
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“as the financial 
industry’s ‘rail 
network’, we have 
to make sure that 
the trains run on 
time; the leeway 
for doing radically 
new things is 
there, but it has to 
be in a controlled 
way.”

Gottfried Leibbrandt, CEO, SWIFT

“banks are facing 
fundamental 
challenges in both 
the effectiveness 
and efficiency 
of dealing with 
regulation and 
compliance. They 
are asking sWiFT 
to step up in this 
area.”

Yawar Shah, chairman, SWIFT

from the city of innovation: Osaka
In his welcome address in Monday’s opening plenary, Takeshi Kunibe, president and CEO of 
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation (SMBC), will share his thoughts on the rapidly changing 
financial landscape, the role it plays in a regional and worldwide environment, and strategies for 
sustainable growth. 
A board member of SMBC since 2009 and of Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group since 2007, Kunibe 
has led the bank since April 2011. Apart from a brief spell managing the bank’s Osaka Ekimae 
Corporate Banking Office, Kunibe has spent much of his career in Tokyo, notably SMBC’s corporate 
planning department, working on strategy and government relations, having joined Sumitomo Bank, 
a predecessor to SMBC, in 1976.  
“It is very significant that SWIFT should hold Sibos 2012 here in Asia now,” he says. 
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in the us and the single euro Pay-
ments area in europe, transaction 
banks have spent much of the last 
decade adapting their services and 
operations to keep in step with leg-
islative and regulatory change. at 
the same time, they have been out-
flanked by non-banks in growth ar-

eas such as mobile and online pay-
ments. Now, while the focus of 
post-crisis reform has been on risk-
ier areas of the finance sector, such 
as the oTC derivatives markets, 
transaction banks are also impact-
ed by new rules that require great-
er transparency, more detailed re-
porting and increased regulatory 
capital.

Unsustainable burden?
according to barbara Ridpath, 
Ceo of the international Centre 
for Financial Regulation, the reg-
ulatory burden on banks is unsus-
tainable – if they carry on with the 
same business models and contin-
ue to apply proprietary solutions 
to problems faced by the whole 
industry. in response, banks need 
to collaborate more and focus on 
delivering services that will drive 
shareholder value.

banks do not manufacture their 
own aTMs and should work to-
gether across a wider range of ini-
tiatives to pool costs, says Ridpath, 
pointing to the implementation of 
a global framework for legal enti-
ty identifiers as an example of the 
need to work together to a common 
end. “it cannot be beyond the intel-
ligence of man to use single iden-
tifiers for counterparties,” she says.

but what business models will 
emerge in the post-financial crisis 
environment? in the uK, the Vick-
ers report calls for a ringfencing of 
retail banking from ‘casino bank-

ing’. in the us, the Volcker rule 
attempts to ban deposit-taking in-
stitutions from risky investments 
and proprietary trading strategies. 
Most recently, a report prepared 
for the european Commission 
calls for a raft of measures, ranging 
from a mandatory separation of 
banking activities, clearer ‘bail-in’ 
resolution plans and strengthened 
corporate governance of banks.

Ridpath suggests the interests 
of shareholders will ultimately 
dictate the future shape of bank-
ing businesses and argues that 
posing one key question – “where 
can i get the best return for my 
shareholders?” – will lead banks 
to work out for themselves which 
businesses will drive revenues, re-
sulting in a division of banking 
services dictated by commercial 
imperatives.

if the shape of banking busi-
nesses is still up for grabs the 
question of size is perhaps more 
easy to predict. Consolidation – 
sometimes at the behest of regu-
lators – grew the size of a number 
of global banks in the immedi-
ate aftermath of the crisis. Now, 
as Ridpath notes, “there is only a 
handful of banks that can move 
payments and serve clients across 
the world.” Her fear, however, is 
not for the smaller banks that are 
close to their customers and offer 
very niche, tailored services. in-
stead, the banks most at risk, she 
posits, are the mid-sized firms that 
operate internationally – and bear 
substantial infrastructure and reg-
ulatory costs as a result – but are 
not necessarily leaders in any one 
geographic market or discipline.

impact of globalisation
Francesco Vanni d’archirafi, 
Ceo, global Transaction servic-
es, Citi, argues that both banks 
and regulators need to take full ac-
count of the fundamental chang-
es brought about by globalisation, 
which he believes has transformed 
the financial system from a hub-
and-spokes model into a net-
worked model. in particular, with 
more capital and commercial 
transactions flowing from point to 
point rather than through tradi-
tional financial channels, the chal-
lenge of identifying systemic risks 
becomes much more complex. 
For banks, regulation is “a neces-
sary cost of business” and great-
er transparency “will invite great-
er discipline”, but regulators must 
cast their oversight much wider. 
“as more and more non-bank par-
ticipants become integrated into 
this networked system, national 
and international regulators have 
struggled to keep up with the ex-
panding scope and complexity of 
the global financial architecture, 
particularly as many participants 
in that system fall outside tradi-
tional regulatory mechanisms,” 
says Vanni d’archirafi. “all partic-
ipants in the financial system, not 
just formal banks, need to be in-
cluded in any regulatory architec-
ture to create a level playing field 
and to protect clients and counter-
parties. The more information that 

we can make available to a larger 
number of participants in the sys-
tem, the more safely and efficiently 
the financial markets will operate.”

Vanni d’archirafi’s concerns 
about the scope for regulatory 
imbalance are shared by david 
Wright, secretary general of the in-
ternational organisation of securi-
ties Commissions (iosCo), who 
counts shadow banking among the 
critical regulatory priorities.

“We are into the sixth year of 
the global economic crisis and we 
still have a lot of work to do, in-
cluding new and emerging areas,” 
he says. “The three key ones right 
now are: to make sure resolution 
frameworks are implemented ef-
fectively; to address the very com-
plex nexus of issues around shad-
ow banking; and to complete the 
oTC derivatives market reforms.”

Like Ridpath, Vanni d’archirafi 
asserts that regulation can and 
should only go so far in reform-
ing the banking sector. by shin-
ing the light of transparency and 
market discipline, the watchdogs 

effectively put the ball in the 
banks’ court.

“banks have core responsibility 
for ensuring a strong culture of re-
sponsible finance, to be client driv-
en, to create economic value, and 
to be systemically responsible,” he 
says. “by enhancing board supervi-
sion, strengthening corporate gov-

ernance, and moving toward great-
er transparency, we are ensuring a 
pristine control environment and 
imposing more market discipline.”

“Prohibitive” costs
accepting the need for reform is 
not the same as being uncritical 
of its impact. Jaspal singh bindra, 
chief executive officer, asia, 
standard Chartered, raises partic-
ular concern about the “prohibi-
tive” current regulatory treatment 
of trade finance – the oldest form 
of transaction banking.

“Trade finance is exactly the 
type of low-risk, short-term and 
self-liquidating product regula-
tors should want for economic 
growth and this should be reflect-
ed in lower capital and liquidity 
requirements,” he says. Noting 
that banks will be forced to favour 
secured trade transactions and 
shorter-dated, exposures, bindra 
warns: “There will be a decrease 
in the supply of funding available 
for longer term needs of project 
and equipment finance, especial-
ly important in fast growing econ-
omies such as those in asia.”

as well as highlighting un-
intended consequences, banks 

must take both a tactical and stra-
tegic view of regulatory change. 
Where Ridpath says “banks need 
to be handling regulatory change 
from within their strategic plan-
ning departments, not their com-
pliance teams”, standard Char-
tered appears to be doing both, 
and more besides. elements of 
the bank’s response include ded-
icated teams to identify and un-
derstand the implications of new 
regulations, systems to spot abuse 
and demonstrate effective record 
keeping and control and a culture 
of compliance.

“in addition, specialist teams 
may be necessary to ensure the 
advice that bridges regulation and 
business needs,” he says.

iosCo’s Wright is all too 
aware of the risk “that the regula-
tory tiller is jerked too far in one 
direction” in reaction to a crisis 
and emphasises the obligation of 
watchdogs “to carry out analyt-
ic studies on the economic and 
market impacts of regulation”. 
He acknowledges that “regula-
tors have to be very attentive on 
the effects on liquidity and col-
lateral”, while cracking down on 
the kinds of abuses that continue 
to be uncovered in the aftermath 
of the crisis. For Wright, reform 
is not about “bashing the banks” 
but about ensuring that the fi-
nance sector is fit for the chal-
lenges ahead.

“The world is moving towards 
a more securities-based financial 
system,” he says. “banks have 
capital constraints and leverage 
will be reduced. The public sector 
will also have capital constraints 
for decades ahead because of the 
strain on deficits and ageing pop-
ulations in the Western world. 
Hence global securities markets 
are going to play a key role and 
developing them would be very 
beneficial.”

Will transaction banks have a 
key role too? Find out, in osaka.

Death by reform?

continued from page 1
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“Regulators have to be very attentive 
on the effects on liquidity and 
collateral”

David Wright, secretary general, IOSCO

“banks need 
to be handling 
regulatory change 
from within their 
strategic planning 
departments.”

Barbara Ridpath, CEO, International Centre 
for Financial Regulation

“all participants 
in the financial 
system need to 
be included in 
any regulatory 
architecture to 
create a level 
playing field.”

Francesco Vanni d’Archirafi, CEO, Global 
Transaction Services, Citi

“Trade finance is exactly the type 
of low-risk, short-term and self-
liquidating product regulators should 
want.”

Jaspal Singh Bindra, chief executive officer, Asia, Standard Chartered

To learn more…
Regulation – Will global transaction banking 
survive?
Wednesday 31 October – 11:00-12:15

http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details.page?sessionID=109
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details.page?sessionID=109


Figuring out the future is never easy. With changing regulation, capital 
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is where SIX Securities Services comes in. With almost forty years’ 
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busiNess iNTeLLigeNCe

Right here, right now
Better intelligence makes better decisions – but with so many 
potential sources of information, a key challenge is to identify the 
most valuable.

The fact that business intelli-
gence (bi) features in three 
sessions this sibos is evi-

dence of its growing prominence 
and profile on the industry’s agen-
da. From measuring global share 
of market activity to ensuring sanc-
tions compliance (Wednesday) 
and building the ideal correspond-
ent banking business (Thursday), 
there is broad industry agreement 
that bi can help banks base their 
decisions on the right information 
at the right time.

“over the past 18 months, in-
dustry feedback has suggested that 
managers often lack the tools to al-
low them to make fact-based deci-
sions,” says Francis Martin, head 
of business intelligence solutions 
at sWiFT. “The feedback we’re 
getting is that banks don’t have the 
analyst power to derive insights 
from the data. especially smaller 
banks need to be able to slice and 
dice the data themselves.”

Two broad shifts have accel-
erated demand for bi tools, says 
Martin. First, the technology is 
up to the task now in a way that it 
wasn’t even a couple of years ago.

second, at least part of the drive 
for business intelligence tools has 

come from outside the industry – 
from ubiquitously accessible in-
formation in everyday life. as con-
sumers, bankers expect to have 
insights at their fingertips. “Retail 
customers are driving the whole in-
dustry to adopt technologies they 
have everywhere in everyday life,” 
he says. “so why not in banking?”

sWiFT already offers a range 
of tools to banks including Watch 
analytics, a solution for analysing 
and reporting on sWiFT messag-
ing activity, and Watch insights, a 
set of pre-defined, dashboards in-
itially designed for correspondent 
banking businesses. 

Yet getting broad agreement 
on precisely which data are to be 
mined has been something of a 
logistical challenge, according to 

george doolittle, global head of 
payment services at Wells Fargo. 
Ranged against concerns about 
confidentiality is an acknowl-
edgement that banks need to be 
able to mine data in order to cre-
ate products that will give them a 
competitive advantage.

Collaborative and 
competitive
“There is an ongoing debate 
about what could be done within 
the collaborative and competitive 
space,” says doolittle. “sWiFT 
has a unique opportunity to pro-
vide business intelligence to the 
banking community because the 
data exists within the systems 
they operate. but the solution has 
been to specify the kinds of infor-
mation that are of most value.”

doolittle believes business in-
telligence is increasingly critical to 
product development and market-
ing. “We need to know more about 
the customer. The more you know 
about customer behaviour, the bet-
ter your marketing,” he says.

“at a basic level, there is no 
problem with making available in-
formation that x number of mes-
sages are transferred between one 

country and another. That infor-
mation is useful to members re-
sponsible for product develop-
ment. but the banking community 
wanted more. They want to know, 
for example, which currency the 
payments were made in.”

if the banking community 
broadly accepts that it is accept-
able to share data on how many 
messages passed between – for ex-
ample – France and the us, and 
in which currency, it draws the 
line at data about who originated 
the message and the customer.

“in terms of messaging, it’s still 
possible to get accurate informa-
tion without raising concerns about 
privacy. There’s a growing consen-
sus that there needs to be cooper-
ation. The [sWiFT] membership 
is convinced that they don’t need 
to be concerned about anonimised, 
sanitised data,” says doolittle.

Different segments
one option that doolittle would 
like to explore is combining 
sWiFT data with other market 
data to provide intelligence on a 
specific market or corridor, such 
as that between China and brazil.

“as i see it, there are two areas: 
exploiting appropriate data, and 
figuring out how that data can be 
correlated to other data to create 
a fuller picture of economic activ-
ity,” says doolittle.

sWiFT’s bi tools are current-
ly available in 57 markets, not all 
of which have the same bandwidth 
capacity. That has meant optimis-
ing data flows to make the user ex-
perience acceptable across those 
markets, boosting not only the 
front office but also the back office.

“We need to speak the same 
language as the users, with specif-
ic tools for different segments. it 
won’t just apply to correspondent 
banking but to securities, corpo-
rate banking and specialist func-
tions,” says Martin, pointing 

out that the next value proposi-
tion will target larger banks with 
greater levels of personalisation.

There needs to be enriched 
granularity of data to build re-
fined aggregates, he adds.

“There is still much to do and 
multiple ways for the business in-
telligence tools to expand. Hon-
estly, i believe we’re at the very 
beginning of the business intelli-
gence journey.”

© UBS 2012. All rights reserved.
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“Managers often 
lack the tools to 
allow them to 
make fact-based 
decisions.”

Francis Martin, head of business  
intelligence solutions, SWIFT

“The more you know about customer 
behaviour, the better your marketing.”

George Doolittle, global head of payment services, Wells Fargo

To learn more…
Sanctions meets Business Intelligence 
Wednesday 31 October – 16:15-17:00

Shape your ideal correspondent banking 
business with Watch Insights 
Thursday 01 November – 09:00-09:45

Global transaction banking: In need of 
business insights? 
Thursday 01 November – 11:00-12:00

http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details.page?sessionID=104
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details.page?sessionID=104
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/at_a_glance/thursday.page?
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JaPaN daY

New day dawning in Osaka
So long Asia’s economic superpower, Japan is now looking for a new role in a multi-polar world. Japan Day 
examines how the country and its financial markets are facing up to some familiar challenges.

Japan has made a remark-
able contribution to com-
merce and finance and at-

tending sibos in this fascinating 
country gives delegates a great 
opportunity to reflect on that his-
tory and the lessons which can 
be learned from the country’s ex-
perience. Not to be missed, Ja-
pan day (Thursday 1 Novem-
ber) will serve as a focal point to 
reflect on the past, present and 
future of Japan and its evolving 
influence on the economics and 
financial markets of asia and the 
world beyond.

This year’s host city, osaka, is 
the home of the world’s first fu-
tures exchange – the dojima Rice 
exchange – which was estab-
lished in 1730, reminding us of 
the deep history of trading in the 
country.

Today, with the financial crisis 
(almost) behind us but questions 
over the future role of the finance 
sector still being widely debat-
ed, Yasuhiro sato, president and 
Ceo of Mizuho Financial group, 
believes that the uncertainty of 
recent years is far from over and 
suggests that a less predictable, 
more multi-faceted new world 
order is emerging.
“The global demand structure 

is undergoing significant changes. 
The sustained growth of emerg-
ing countries is driving the glob-
al economy, which is becoming 
more multi-polar. excess liquid-
ity is resulting in a global econo-
my that is more complicated and 
increasingly unreliable, as well as 
increased market volatility,” says 
sato, who will give the opening 
address for Japan day.

Lessons for all
There is more than a little presci-
ence to be gleaned from the Jap-
anese narrative when reflecting 
on the challenges facing the de-
veloped world after the global fi-
nancial crisis. as a mature mar-
ket with an aging population, an 
economy struggling for growth 

and a volatile currency, Japan has 
already begun to tackle many of 
the problems now confronting 
other economic giants.

Japan day includes four key 
panel sessions that promise to 
deliver some intriguing insights. 
over the course of the day, del-
egates will be led on a journey 
through multiple markets that 
demonstrates Japan’s chang-
ing position in the world. in the 
post-war period, export-led Ja-
pan has been the pre-eminent 
asian economic success story 
but the combination of a ‘lost 
decade’ and the rise of india and 
China has fundamentally altered 
Japan’s relationships with its 
trading partners.

at 9:30am we consider the cur-
rent state of play in the Japanese 
financial landscape, with the Wall 
street Journal’s Japan deputy bu-
reau chief Phred dvorak lead-
ing a panel which includes J.P. 
Morgan’s Japan chief economist 
Masaaki Kanno, Mizuho Cor-
porate bank managing executive 
officer Masayuki Hoshi, Tokyo 
stock exchange senior executive 
officer Tomoyoshi uranishi, and 
ge Capital Japan president and 
Ceo, seiji Yasubuchi.

Providing delegates with a 
health check of Japan’s financial 
system, the panel will discuss Ja-
pan’s role as a financial hub and 
the challenges it faces in retaining 
a crown that is arguably slipping 
to claimants to the throne such as 
Hong Kong, shanghai and sin-
gapore. For Mizuho’s sato, the 
question is how individual firms 
within the finance sector respond 
to a new environment that chal-
lenges their previous assumptions.
“No new business model has 

been established in the wake of 
the Lehman shock, and play-
ers are trying to find a direction 
even as financial regulations are 
strengthened and attempts are 
made to handle financial scan-
dals,” he says.

Japan transformed?
in the following session – ‘Japan: 
a view of the future?’ – three key 
thinkers will provide keen insight 
into the future of Japanese society 
and business.

William saito, founder and 
Ceo of inTecur, an internation-
al technology consulting and ad-
visory firm and one of the world’s 
leading experts on asian cultures 
and business practice, will guide 
a discussion which will include 
predictions of trends in Japan’s 
future and implications for asia 
and the rest of the world.

With the help of deutsche 
bank asia-Pacific chief econo-
mist Michael spencer and Haru-
aki deguchi, president of innova-
tive insurance company LifeNet, 
saito will draw parallels between 
Tokyo, Hong Kong, London and 
New York – international finan-
cial centres all faced with tran-
sitions – and investigate how 
the Japanese experience could 
uniquely shape the course of the 
country’s internal markets.

due to continuing yen ap-
preciation and its impact on ex-
ports, Japanese companies are 
increasing their efforts towards 
achieving local production for 
local consumption, participat-
ing in the planning of infrastruc-
ture projects outside Japan, and 
providing high-quality services 
to expand business in emerging 

countries. in this transformation 
could be lessons for other out-
ward-looking economies such as 
the uK and the united states, as 
well as hints of what we may see 
from the likes of China and india 
in the future.

as Japan finds a new place in 
the world, so must its banks and 
other financial institutions.
“emphasis on understand-

ing actual client demand, the 
enhancement of sophisticated 
risk-taking capabilities and fi-
nancial-intermediary services, 
globalisation, ample liquidity and 
capital strength, and strong cor-
porate governance as well as a 
corporate culture that supports it 
are becoming increasingly impor-
tant,” says sato. “and it is nec-
essary to devise a new business 
model to achieve these goals.”

after lunch, the third panel ses-
sion of the day poses the question, 

‘are we moving towards a curren-
cy war?’ experts will discuss the 
possible outcomes for an interna-
tional monetary system that may 
no longer be dominated by a sin-
gle currency, as it has been for so 
long by the us dollar.

brown brothers Harriman cur-
rency strategy global head Marc 
Chandler and atsushi Takeuchi, 
head of the Centre for Mone-
tary Cooperation in asia at the 
bank of Japan, will discuss how 
quickly China might further glo-

balise its currency and what les-
sons can be learned from Japan’s 
previous efforts to international-
ise the yen.

The session also includes Royal 
bank of scotland transaction ser-
vices origination global head Neal 
Livingston, Fung global institute 
research director geng Xiao and 
Trevor Williams, chief economist 
of Wholesale banking & Markets, 
Lloyds banking group, investi-
gating how bank transaction capa-
bilities and revenue streams might 
alter as a result of changes to cur-
rency flows and clearing centres.

Local potential
Following on, Neil Katkov, sen-
ior vice president for asia at re-
search consultancy Celent, will 
lead a discussion on where secu-
rities growth in asia is likely to 
come from in the near term.
“Japan is adjacent to some of 

the most explosive growth in the 
world. overseas investments by 
asset managers in China is be-
coming increasingly more impor-
tant, Korea is becoming a source 
and target of overseas investment, 
and even though there is poten-
tial room for politics to get in the 
way, the aseaN Trading Link 
is gaining more and more atten-
tion,” says Katkov. “These all 
pose challenges for mature mar-
kets looking for growth.”

The panel includes bNP Par-
ibas securities services asia Pa-
cific head Lawrence au, Kook-
min bank foreign custody team 
manager sb Lee, and the Tokyo 
stock exchange’s ToKYo aiM 
president and Ceo, Tetsutaro 
Muraki.

Panel members will discuss 
what kind of securities market 
could emerge out of this frag-
mented region and what types of 
services will financial institutions 
need to deliver.

Rarely has a closing day for si-
bos promised such a wealth of ex-
perts dedicated to bringing del-
egates true local insight into the 
host culture. Japan day guaran-
tees to be one of the key high-
lights of this year’s event. Make 
sure you’re early to get your seat.

To learn more…
Japan day opening address
Thursday 01 November – 09:00-09:30

The current state of play in the Japanese 
financial landscape
Thursday 01 November – 09:30-10:30

Japan: A view of the future?
Thursday 01 November – 11:00-12:00

Are we moving toward a currency war?
Thursday 01 November – 14:00-15:00

Securities growth in Asia – where will it come 
from?
Thursday 01 November – 14:00-15:00

ISO20022 full speed: 0 to 100 in less time, 
and the tools that will get you there
Thursday 01 November – 14:00-14:45

“The sustained growth of emerging 
countries is driving the global 
economy.”

Yasuhiro Sato, president and CEO, Mizuho Financial Group

“Japan is 
adjacent to 
some of the 
most explosive 
growth in the 
world.”

Neil Katkov, senior vice president, 
Asia, Celent

http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=170
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=126
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=126
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=125
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=103
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=119
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=119
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=285
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=285
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seCuRiTies MaRKeT iNFRasTRuCTuRes

The centre of attention
Just two months after the end of Sibos 2012, securities market infrastructures will be subject to new rules that 
will fundamentally reshape risks, costs and revenues in OTC derivatives markets globally. But that is just the tip 
of the iceberg …

Regulatory- and business-
led changes worldwide 
are impacting all securi-

ties market participants across 
the spectrum of trading, clear-
ing, settling and reporting trades. 
This year’s sibos is dedicating 
two forums to analysing the chal-
lenges facing securities market in-
frastructures: one will take a post-
crisis view of regulation; while the 
other takes an asia-centric focus. 

The primary pressure on mar-
ket infrastructures globally will 
come via the regulatory chang-
es occurring in the oTC deriva-
tives market. as per a 2009 man-
date by the group of 20 (g-20), 
electronic trading venues, central 
counterparties (CCPs) and trade 
reporting facilities will be placed 
in the middle of swaps transac-
tions hitherto done bilaterally. 

as such, much of the focus 
among the industry and policy 
makers is on ensuring these infra-
structures are robust enough to 
handle substantial shocks, such 
as the default of key market par-
ticipants, while also ensuring ac-
cess to liquidity for end-users.

Market safety
at the end of september, the eu-
ropean securities and Markets au-
thority released technical guidelines 
that detailed minimum capital and 
other structural requirements for 
CCPs. The guidelines were part 
of the european market infrastruc-
ture regulation, which, along with 
MiFid ii, provide the blueprint for 
europe’s reformed swap market. 

shortly after the technical 
standards were unveiled, LCH.
Clearnet, the anglo-French clear-
ing house being acquired by the 
London stock exchange group, 
revealed it would need between 
€300-375 million worth of regu-
latory capital to comply. 
“in the clearing space, it is wel-

come that regulators have proposed 
standards for ensuring market safe-
ty,” comments diana Chan, Ceo 
of dTCC-owned pan-european 
clearer euroCCP, and speaker on 
the forum session titled ‘evolution 
or revolution for securities market 
infrastructures’. “The concern that 
market participants will have, is 
the potential for these standards – 
along with the added collateral re-
quirements they will face – to raise 
the cost of clearing substantially.”

increased costs, combined with 
a more risk-averse approach from 
market participants, could slow 
down market activity and make it 
difficult to operate within the new 
environment, suggests Chan.

The dodd-Frank act, which 
incorporates the us approach to 
oTC derivatives reform, also in-
cludes minimum standards for 
CCP safety, while the internation-
al organisation of securities Com-

missions (iosCo) and the Com-
mittee on Payment and settlement 
systems (CPss) has approached 
the issue from a global standpoint. 
The iosCo-CPss principles, is-
sued for initial consultation in 
March 2011, are due to be adopt-
ed by the end of the year.

at a regional level, reform is ac-
companied by major infrastruc-
ture change such as the TaR-
geT2-securities (T2s) project 
to establish a common settlement 
platform in europe. 

With 24 central securities depos-
itaries (Csds) on board and an in-
itial rollout in June 2015, much of 
the debate on T2s has focused on 
lower post-trade costs, but Chan, 
a member of the advisory group 
for T2s since its conception in 
2006, believes its introduction will 
herald a new era of innovation. 
“T2s is like building a europe-

an network of highways for ef-
ficient securities and cash set-
tlement,” says Chan. For Tim 
Howell, Chan’s fellow panellist 
and Ceo of euroclear, the in-
ternational Csd, these regula-
tory and structural changes have 
made securities market infra-
structures integral to how banks 
and other market partipants ac-
quire liquidity, manage CCP 
margins and engage in inter-bank 
securities finance transactions.
“This is a natural evolution for 

securities market infrastructures,” 
says Howell. “Where we are cross-
ing the line is the increasingly im-
portant role we are playing to 
source collateral from wherever 
it is held and transform ineligible 

collateral into eligible collateral as 
competition among collateral tak-
ers for high-grade collateral gets 
even tougher. given the amounts 
at stake, the allocation and man-
agement of collateral will become 
systemic in nature, requiring a sol-
id and scalable structural backbone. 
This is where proven, neutral mar-
ket infrastructures are stepping up.”

Cross-border 
harmonisation
sibos’ second securities mar-
ket infrastructures forum session 
will look at financial markets in-
frastructure in the east, and as-
sess what the asian region needs 
to do to encourage expansion and 
respond to global developments. 

in terms of implementing the 
g-20’s oTC derivatives reform 
agenda, Hong Kong, Japan and 
singapore have made the most 
progress in asia but have pur-
sued separate – but not too dis-
similar – paths. 

The divergent shapes and siz-
es of asian markets and a gen-
eral adherence to a vertically in-
tegrated securities market model 
means a common approach to is-
sues like oTC derivatives reform 
and a common settlement infra-
structure are difficult to envisage. 
“True cross-border harmonisa-

tion requires either motivation to 
reduce risk through a regulato-
ry mandate or to achieve greater 
cost efficiency through industry-
led pressure and i am not so sure 
this exists in asia today,” says 
göran Fors, global head of gTs 
banks at seb and panellist on 

‘an asia Pacific view - regional in-
itiatives and how they will evolve’. 

“in the longer term, the evolution 
of infrastructure that we are see-
ing in europe will occur in asia, 
but i don’t think there is a clear 
business case for it just yet.”

For the time being, Fors be-
lieves intra-regional asian initi-
atives are more likely. The as-
sociation of south east asian 
Nations (aseaN) has made the 
most progress in this area.

The asian bond Market ini-
tiative, which was endorsed by 
aseaN finance ministers in 
2003, has helped market partici-
pants reach a wider range of bond 
issuers in the region while im-
proving the related market infra-
structure to help grow trading in 
the region. More recently, a trad-
ing link between aseaN stock 
exchanges was launched in sep-
tember, with bursa Malaysia and 

the singapore exchange putting 
technology in place that allows 
investors to trade stocks on both 
markets via a single connection. 
The stock exchange of Thailand 
is scheduled to connect in octo-
ber, but the fact that other ase-
aN exchanges – including Viet-
nam’s two bourses and markets 
in the Philippines, indonesia – 
have not yet confirmed their par-
ticipation offers evidence of just 
how difficult achieving asia-wide 
initiatives can be.

“Market participants will be concerned 
about the potential for these 
standards to raise the cost of clearing 
substantially.”

Diana Chan, CEO, EuroCCP

To learn more…
Securities Market Infrastructures Forum – 
Session 1
Monday 29 October – 09:30-10:40

Securities Market Infrastructures Forum – 
Session 2
Monday 29 October – 11:00-12:15

ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum – The 
progress to date and future prospects 
Wednesday 31 October – 14:00-15:00

Moscow calling
The fruits of russia’s attempts to create a new 
international finance centre will become evident 
in 2013.
The Russian securities market is 
preparing to reap the benefits of 
a state-backed exchange merger 
between RTS and MICEX, which was 
finalised at the start of this year.
The combined bourse, named the 
Moscow Exchange, is taking steps 
to create new Russian investment 
opportunities, while broadening the 
appeal of its capital markets via a 
series of reforms that will make the 
country’s market infrastructure easier 
to navigate for foreign institutions. 
“There is a strong political will by 
the Russian government to make 
Moscow a financial hub by 2020,” 
says Eddie Astanin, chairman of 
the executive board of the National 
Settlement Depository (NSD). 
“This will include secondary public 
offerings of a number of companies 
that are wholly- or part-government 
owned, increasing liquidity and 
market participation.” 
One of the more significant changes 
brought about by the merger will 
be the integration of the NSD and 
the Depository Clearing Company 
into a single depository. Operating 
under the NSD banner, the new entity will also be recognised as a central 
securities depository (CSD) for the first time from January 2013.
“The implementation of CSD status in Russia will have a real positive effect 
on the attractiveness of our market to foreign investors, who have previously 
viewed settlement as an obstacle to trading in Russia,” says Astanin. “CSD 
status means settlement of equities will become clearer, simple and more 
standardised, in line with international practice.”
Other post-trade developments are the planned launch of a clearing house 
to equities and bond markets with a T+2/3 – rather than a T+0 – settlement 
period and a data repository as Russia prepares its own plan for improving 
OTC derivatives markets.
Moreover, the combination of MICEX’s strengths in equities and bonds with 
RTS’ derivatives focus will also offer benefits. 
“The integration of two exchanges’ vertical silos will result in a stronger 
market infrastructure that has an increased pool of resources and offers the 
prospect for investors to rationalise technology costs,” says Astanin.

To learn more…
Russian securities market changes – next steps and opportunities

Monday 29 October – 16:00-17:00

“Csd status 
means settlement 
of equities will 
become clearer, 
simple and more 
standardised.”

Eddie Astanin, chairman of the executive 
board, National Settlement Depository 

http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_stream.page?sessionID=138
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_stream.page?sessionID=138
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_stream.page?sessionID=139
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_stream.page?sessionID=139
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_stream.page?sessionID=183
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CoRPoRaTe FoRuM

Treasury buried in a sea of troubles?
Do you need a deep dive into the timeless problems and very latest solutions for 
managing corporate cash across borders in Asia and beyond? Look no further!

The Corporate Forum ses-
sions at sibos 2012 aim 
to empower corporates to 

operate more effectively against 
a global background of reduced 
credit and liquidity. They will ex-
amine the broad trend towards 
shared service centres (ssCs) 
and other centralised structures, 
addressing also regional chal-
lenges around diversification and 
fragmentation.

Tuesday’s session, ‘Transac-
tion and liquidity management 
in asia’, looks at how treasurers 
tackle the challenges of the di-
versified and fragmented asian 
market, including language bar-
riers, character sets and for-
mats. Panellists will also address 
a range of questions centred 
around visibility, control and 
governance, based on first-
hand experience and focusing 
on practical solutions. Modera-
tor Cesar bacani, editor-in-chief, 
CFo innovation asia, says: 

“What about the technology pro-
viders and partners like sWiFT? 
What do corporates want to see 
these partners doing for them? 
are they considering or using 
cloud computing (software-as-
a-service) as a delivery platform 
for their eRP and treasury man-
agement systems?”

Practical challenges addressed 
in the session will include the 
cross-border movement of cash. 
Lok Mishra, head of commercial 
banking at iCiCi bank, observes 
that many significant restrictions 
to the movement of cash between 
asian countries remain. “While 
most regional banks can meet 
the technological requirements 
of most corporates, differences in 
format can lead to delay,” he says. 

“We will also talk about how the 
concept of shared services is 
emerging in the region. Many 
companies are working on this.” 
The session will also discuss the 
impact of the Chinese currency, 
the renminbi, on trade and cash 
flows across the region, and there 
will be an assessment of india’s 
evolving payment ecosystem.

Shared practice
The theme of shared services 
will be addressed in Wednesday 
morning’s session, ‘shared ser-
vice centres. a global trend? For 

all customers?’ The session will 
be practical in its orientation, 
with an explicit focus on the les-
sons that have been and contin-
ue to be learned in the set-up 
and operation of ssCs. The pre-
ferred location and range of ac-
tivities conducted in ssCs has 
evolved over time and still varies 
widely depending on the priori-
ties and organisational structure 
of the parent firm, so this session 
offers a good opportunity to con-
sider current best practice.

There will be a similar ‘hands-
on’ approach in the session ‘Let’s 
get practical – The Cgi secret to 
seamless corporate cash manage-
ment’ on Wednesday afternoon. 
Tom durkin, global head of inte-
grated channels, bank of amer-
ica Merrill Lynch, says: “our 
interest is to educate on what’s 
happening in the Cgi (Com-
mon global implementation 
guidelines) space. We will frame 
the session to be specific to the 
Japanese market where there 

has been some adoption of iso 
20022 from a market-infrastruc-
ture standpoint. We will also 
discuss the region: what is hap-
pening; why corporates need it.” 
also speaking will be Nishimu-
ra Tatsuya, vice president, glob-
al transaction banking at sumito-
mo Mitsui banking Corporation. 

“Japanese banks have come to-
gether to harmonise the C to 
b Zengin format with the iso 
20022 Cgi format – the first 
case in asia using local charac-
ters,” explains Tatsuya. “i will 
talk about how we overcame the 
differences. We have been en-
couraging bankers and corpo-
rates in other asian countries to 

follow our example to provide 
corporate treasurers with seam-
less cash management.”

but perhaps that isn’t the only 
benefit of Cgi? durkin says: “im-
plementing this kind of solution, 
in terms of what Cgi delivers, is 
a very effective risk-mitigation tool. 
For corporate treasuries, this pre-
sents a holistic opportunity to man-
age your banking partners, miti-
gate risk, keep your options open, 
ensure you’re keeping your supply 
chain functioning and managing 
your payment cycle.”

Cash visibility
Final word to Filipe simao, head 
of client advisory, bNP Parib-
as Cash Management, who will 
speak at the session ‘sWiFT for 
corporates services’ on Wednes-
day. describing the session, simao 
says: “Just before the closing ses-
sion, representatives from gen-
eral electric, iaTa, PayPal and 
bNP Paribas will showcase how 
sWiFT connectivity contributes 
to critical cash visibility across 
multiple bank relationships, a vis-
ibility that starts early in the value 
chain with account administration 
and payment status information.”

TRade aNd suPPLY CHaiN

Realising asia’s trade potential
As growth in Asia trade continues unabated, panel sessions will 
look at the strategy the region needs to take to capitalise on its 
rapid rate of growth.

How do we modernise 
trade practices to address 
today’s strong growth in 

global trade, and the steep as-
cendancy of asia in particular? 
Three sessions in the Corporate 
Forum at sibos 2012 will exam-
ine whether there is a need for 
modernisation – given that fa-
miliar methodologies can seem 
reassuring against a background 
of fragmentation and complexity 
– and deliver a compelling case 
for a solution – the bank Pay-
ment obligation (bPo) now be-
ing pioneered by sWiFT and the 
international Chamber of Com-
merce (iCC).

delegates may expect the three 
sessions to be marked by a sense 
of urgency – but this is, at last, 
the urgency of opportunity, not 
crisis. asia leads the world in 
trade growth but the challenge, 
for corporates and banks alike, is 
to optimise their own trade prac-
tices to benefit from that growth.

one session, titled ‘adapting to 
new global trade flows and to the 
rise of asia in global commerce’, 
will outline both the complexi-
ty of the challenge and the scale 

of the opportunity. James em-
mett, global head, trade and re-
ceivables finance, HsbC, says: 

“before analysing how we should 
adapt to new trade flows, it is 
worth taking a moment to an-
alyse what those flows are.  
HsbC’s research indicates that 
the so-called ‘emerging’ econ-
omies will contribute twice as 
much growth as developed mar-
kets over the next four decades – 
and by 2050 they will be bigger 

collectively than the developed 
markets. Trade will be one of the 
primary engines of this growth.”

The opportunities for reve-
nue growth from trade across 
asia are conspicuous. The ses-
sion will discuss the develop-
ment of the RMb as a trade cur-
rency. introductory analysis will 
be provided by Michael guo, 
partner and managing director, 
The boston Consulting group, 
who will co-lead the session with 
Tjun Tang, senior partner and 
managing director, The boston 
Consulting group.

guo says: “asia will continue 
to be the driver of growth in glob-
al trade for the foreseeable future. 
but there are many devils in the 
details. To determine an optimal 

strategy, banks need to look be-
yond the headlines and under-
stand six key trends in the evolu-
tion of global trade.”

drawing on a recent white pa-
per co-written with The bos-
ton Consulting group’s oli-
ver dany [‘Profiting from asia’s 
rise and from new global trade 

flows’], guo will detail current 
trends while also discussing col-
laboration as a potentially opti-
mal strategy.
“For banks, winning strategies 

will often centre on collabora-
tion,” he says. “That will require 
establishing partnerships across 
the value chain and learning to 
leverage open infrastructures.”

Panellists will also empha-
sise the importance of intra-asia 
trade, not least in its capacity to 

‘insulate’ asia from low growth 
in the developed economies else-
where. emmett at HsbC, says: 

“it is necessary to find smart-
er ways to leverage existing net-
works. banks will also need to 
have the products and capabili-
ties to support longer, more com-

plex supply chains, and to meet 
customers’ increasingly sophisti-
cated needs.”

a further session in the sWiFT 
auditorium will offer a practical 
account of the bPo and its use 
to mitigate risk and shorten the 
trade life cycle. Moderator andre 
Casterman, head of banking and 
trade solutions, sWiFT, says: 

“There has never been an equiv-
alent instrument to enable an ex-
porter to trade on open-account 
terms with the same degree of 
confidence that a payment will be 
executed in accordance with the 
terms of a letter of credit.” The 
session will focus in particular on 
the bPo’s adoption in Japan and 
China, and on its use to facilitate 
intra-asia trade.

another asia-focused discus-
sion comprising a range of speak-
ers from the region’s institutions 
will assess the complexities of 
trade financing, and the need for 
innovation by banks as their role 
potentially decreases, including 
consideration of the opportunity 
for banks and corporates repre-
sented by the bPo.

“For corporate treasuries, Cgi 
presents a holistic opportunity to 
manage your banking partners, …”

Tom Durkin, global head of integrated channels, Bank of America Merrill Lynch

“For banks, winning strategies will 
often centre on collaboration. That 
will require establishing partnerships 
across the value chain and learning to 
leverage open infrastructures.”

Michael Guo, partner and managing director, The Boston Consulting Group

To learn more…
Transaction and liquidity management in Asia 
Tuesday 30 October – 14:00-15:00

Shared service centres. A global trend? For 
all customers? 
Wednesday 31 October – 09:30-10:30

Let’s get practical – The CGI secret to 
seamless corporate cash management 
Wednesday 31 October – 14:00-14:45

SWIFT for corporates services 
Wednesday 31 October – 16:00-17:00

To learn more…

Adapting to new global trade flows and to the 
rise of Asia in global commerce 
Tuesday 30 October – 09:30-10:30

Supply Chain Finance for Corporates – The 
Bank Payment Obligation 
Tuesday 30 October – 15:00-15:45

Open Account and the convergence of cash 
and trade: Have banks finally found the 
solution? 
Wednesday 31 October – 14:00--15:00

http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=105
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=106
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=106
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=155
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=101
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=101
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=148
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=148
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=107
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=107
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=107
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CoMPLiaNCe FoRuM

To protect and serve
Compliance comes to the fore at Sibos with a two-day forum 
that takes a strictly practical approach to handling regulation and 
tackling crime.

It is a true sign of the times that 
this year’s sibos features the 
first-ever Compliance Forum. 

and for many, it can’t come soon 
enough.
“Compliance has only recent-

ly been added to the sWiFT 
agenda,” says brigitte de Wilde, 
swift’s head of anti-money laun-
dering and sanctions initiatives. 

“as new market needs developed, 
we began to look at how we could 
serve our community by provid-
ing solutions to ease the opera-
tional hassle of regulatory compli-
ance. as this is not a competitive 
space, we also wanted to encour-
age our community to share case 
studies and best practices. This is 
why we decided to organise the 
first Compliance Forum at sibos.”

The sibos Compliance Forum 
is de Wilde’s brainchild. as part 
of sWiFT’s 2015 strategy, sanc-
tions has become an area of focus 
which has seen sWiFT launch 
both a sanctions screening service 
for small- and mid-tier banks and 
sanctions testing for very large fi-
nancial institutions.
“This generated a lot of interest 

from the community, who wanted 
us to do more to help them take 
out cost and risk,” says de Wilde.

de Wilde says the Compliance 
Forum is an opportunity to have 
operations and compliance pro-
fessionals at the same table, shar-
ing their experiences and learning 
from each other.

on the Wednesday and Thurs-
day of sibos 2012, the Com-
pliance Forum will feature 13 
sessions reflecting the growing 
impact of regulatory require-
ments on financial institutions.
“The idea is to provide a mix of 

sessions to suit everyone, howev-
er, we are avoiding the legal talk 
which is usually associated with 
compliance conferences,” says 
de Wilde. “We are taking a solu-
tions-oriented approach aimed at 
the people confronted with day-
to-day compliance issues.”

Practical case studies, panel 
debates, deep-dive sessions and 
product introductions will pro-
vide a meaningful platform to 
discuss the challenges of finan-
cial crime. To set the tone for the 
two-day event, de Wilde has not 
approached typical conference 
speakers, but rather the people 
who “live it on a daily basis”.

according to de Wilde, one of 
the highlights of the forum will be a 
case study from the bank of ghana 

on their country-specific approach 
to complying with sanctions regu-
lations. “The central bank recent-
ly increased the level of awareness 
and compliance with sanctions ob-
ligations,” she says. “sWiFT is 
providing shared screening solu-
tions and organising training ses-
sions in partnership with deloitte.”

opening at 9am on 31 octo-
ber at the Hyatt Regency’s Mai 
conference room with an address 
from a leading national treas-
ury department official, the fo-
rum will cover topics ranging 
from ‘The future of correspond-
ent banking in a changing regula-
tory environment’ to ‘sanctions 
meets business intelligence’ to 

‘Financial crime analytics in prac-

tice’. The wealth of industry ex-
perts and practitioners interact-
ing with delegates over the course 
of the sessions includes standard 
Chartered bank wholesale bank-
ing global head of financial crime 
risk david Howes, deloitte fo-
rensic and dispute services asso-
ciate partner ivan Zasarsky and 

ian Horobin, Ceo and founder 
of omniscion.

insight and intelligence
Michael Cho, global head of anti-
money laundering compliance at 
Northern Trust, will participate 
on a panel entitled ‘analytics ap-
plication in financial crime – join-
ing the dots’.

The session investigates how 
banks can leverage the full value 
of analytics to help them detect 
and prevent criminal activity while 
managing compliance and repu-
tational risks and cost. Panellists 
will explain how insight and in-
telligence extracted from transac-
tion data can help financial crime 
teams make better decisions, fulfil 
their obligations, and join the dots 
in criminal activities which could 
go otherwise undetected.
“We’re seeing a need to be more 

creative with the data we receive 
for compliance,” says Cho. “all 
the data we use is increasingly 
being generated faster and auto-

matically. Firms cannot afford to 
purchase monitoring tools and 
just turn them on. There must be 
a strategy to using tools in today’s 
environment. The aML typolo-
gies have become more sophisti-
cated and complex. You need to 
understand the data more thor-
oughly and have the right people 

calibrate your tools and people 
who know how to use the data.”

Noting recent cases of alleged 
‘stripping’ of wire data to avoid 
the detection of a sanctioned 
country, Cho says analysts need 
to upscale their skills and dig 
deeper into the data – to ask if a 
particular transaction or pattern 
makes sense.
“in international correspondent 

banking, the inherent risks are 
increasing, so compliance is in-
creasingly becoming an issue for 
the front office,” says Cho. “Cli-
ents of correspondent banks are 
beginning to take notice.”

Deutsche Bank
Global Transaction Banking

The Autobahn App Market is the fi rst ‘App-based’ 
client off ering in the fi nancial service industry. 
Off ering more than 150 Deutsche Bank electronic 
services - all accessible via a single entry point - 
we can help you streamline workfl ows, increase 
productivity and maximise returns. Talk to us 
about your transaction banking needs today to 
see how you can benefi t.

Experience Autobahn –
the next generation of 
transaction banking

SIBOS 

Visit us at stand num
ber 2B02

This advertisement has been approved by Deutsche Bank AG. These services are provided by Deutsche Bank AG or by its subsidiaries and/or affiliates in accordance with local legislation and regulation. © Copyright Deutsche Bank 2012.

Doremus Deutsche Bank 301557 Sibos HP Autobahn  272x184mm Proof 2 24-08-2012

“aML typologies have become more 
sophisticated and complex.”

Michael Cho, global head of anti-money laundering compliance, Northern Trust

To learn more…
Sanctions Screening – You’ll sleep better 
Wednesday 31 October – 14:00-14:45

Case study: A country-specific approach to 
complying with sanctions regulations – Ghana 
Wednesday 31 October – 15:30-16:10

Analytics application in financial crime – 
joining the dots 
Thursday 01 November – 09:30-10:30

The future of correspondent banking in a 
changing regulatory environment 
Thursday 01 November – 13:45-14:45
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TeCHNoLogY FoRuM

Mastering the machines
More than ever before, the right technology strategy could be the difference between success and failure, as 
customers and regulators intensify pressures on banks.

Where are you putting your 
technology dollars? de-
veloping new customer-

friendly mobile applications? Re-
placing your legacy infrastructure 
with a lighter, more flexible, ‘fu-
ture-proof’ solution? or creating 
a reporting and compliance tool 
that eases today’s increasingly un-
wieldy regulatory burdens?

if the answer’s all three, chanc-
es are you have a bigger budget 
than most. if you having to make 
tough choices, this year’s sibos 
Technology Forum offers the 
chance to discuss with peers the 
challenges of exploiting technol-
ogy to its fullest potential.

Technology is a driver of change 
in many industries, but the in-
crease in the speed of innovation 
and the changes in consumer be-
haviour they support, has particu-
larly wide implications for banks.

The emergence of smartphones 
and development of cloud com-
puting are just two of the signif-
icant technology shifts that have 
altered how banks operate and 
deliver services across all areas of 
their business.

Taylor bodman, global head 
of HR, operations and systems 
at brown brothers Harriman, be-
lieves the role of technologists 
is central to banks, evidenced 
by many executive positions be-
coming occupied by those with a 
strong technology background.
“Rising iT leaders are candidates 

for top general management posi-
tions within global banks because 
they have both technology and 
product knowledge,” says bodman, 
adding that those who understand 
the increased sophistication of the 
infrastructure that drives banks are 
key to the institution.
“banking technology profession-

als are operating in a complex eco-
system. it’s s blessing and a curse 
because of the extended enter-
prise, which entails an extremely 
varied and counter-intuitive ap-
plications model,” says bodman, 
who contends that banks’ prod-
ucts and services are simply the 
front door to a highly complex 
piece of technical equipment.
“The real service global banks 

are providing is access to indus-
trial-strength infrastructure, with 
specific software and interopera-
bility within this global financial 
ecosystem,” says bodman, who 
will talk at the ‘brave new leaders 
in iT’ session at sibos this year, 
exploring the impact of shifting 
cultural, technological and gener-
ational shifts within banking.

The virtual world
Catherine bessant, global technol-
ogy and operations executive at 
bank of america, thinks the next 
wave of technology-led change in 
the banking sector will focus on 
replicating the real world, online.

“Most of the innovation we ex-
pect to undertake is around the vir-
tualisation of things that used to 
be physical. it’s about looking at 
the implications of people carrying 
computers in their pockets and how 
we can virtualise what we do using 
that technology,” says bessant.

The pace of change can be cru-
el for banks, as traditional, often 
large organisations with tradi-
tional avenues of product devel-
opment. bessant believes banks 
must adapt their processes to react 
quicker to technological change.
“something that takes three 

years to create and can take a 
year to deploy might be released 
into an environment that has sig-
nificantly changed in that time 
span,” she says.

New options for banks looking 
to foster innovation include the 
rise of open source technology, 
a mainstay of social networking 
platforms and other cutting edge 
online applications, but is it suita-
ble for financial institutions?
“deutsche bank recently urged 

their rivals to share iT develop-
ment with open source technol-
ogy. it’s a revolutionary concept 
and involves redefining compet-
itive and practical pathways for 
banks,” says bodman. bessant 
accepts the tenets of open source 
but believes it has strictly limited 
application for banks.

“The uncontrollability of open 
source coding makes it highly 
risky for banks. The inability to 
understand the lineage of code in 
an open source environment can 
be very problematic and brings 
additional information security 
risks,” says bessant, with a caveat 
for internal use.
“open sourcing internally could 

be very beneficial, but externally, 
i don’t see a good future for it in 
financial institutions,” she adds.

Threats in cyber space
Cloud computing is an area with 
vast potential for many sectors, 
with the scope to dramatical-
ly lower software and hardware 
costs, but how will banks utilise 
the technology for maximum 
impact?

bessant believes tapping into 
the cloud posses similar prob-
lems incurred by developing code 
in a shared environment, and is at 
odds with the current regulatory 
framework banks abide by.

“Cloud computing brings with it 
problems regarding jurisdiction-
al boundaries. if a bank were to 
fail, how does it ensure continuity 
of service and jurisdictional cov-
erage?” says bessant, adding that 
the technology can be used when 
these issues are grappled with and 
regulatory certainty develops.

The dangers linked to increased 
web-based activity will be further 
explored in a session dedicated to 
cyber warfare, ‘arm yourself for 
cyber war – are you next?’ The 
panel discussion will touch on 
what banks can do to combat the 
increasingly advanced techniques 
cyber criminals are armed with, 
and how innovations like cloud 
computing present an opportuni-
ty for illegal exploitation by those 
with the technology to do so.

However, according to bod-
man, the emergence of the cloud 
will bring only further innovation 
and is one of the major technolog-
ical advances of the last five years.
“Cloud computing is our gener-

ation’s fulfillment of the iT revo-
lution. The appeal of cloud com-
puting for retail and business 
consumers has the potential to 
reduce iT support costs, by out-
sourcing hardware and software.
“at the same time, the user re-

tains the direct operating con-
trol, interaction and experience. 
The cost drivers that led to cloud 
computing create a new value 
proposition that would have been 
impossible in the previous model 
at any cost,” says bodman.

App-lied science
The popularity of apple’s app 

store has already seen the estab-
lishment of similar product suites, 
such as deutsche bank’s auto-
bahn app Market, alongside a 
wave of simple banking apps for 
commercial and retail use, but 
what new developments are in the 
pipeline for apps?
“banks have to marry new tech-

nology platforms set up by non-
fiduciary entities, like apple’s 
app system, with a regulatory 
framework which is counter to 
the world of mobile data,” says 
bodman, who believes banks will 
struggle to keep pace with the so-
cial expectations developed out-
side of the finance industry.

bank of america’s bessant 
thinks the structure of the app sys-
tem offers a simple source of cus-
tomisation for new and existing 
products, which will only increase.
“The architecture of the appli-

cation environment is constantly 
changing, and it gives banks a de-
gree of flexibility by customising 
the latest module, so they don’t 
have to reinvent the entire pro-
cess,” says bessant.

if technology is a key driver 
of change in finance, regulation 
also plays a critical role, espe-
cially when the reform agenda is 
quite so far reaching. From new 
capital requirements to changes 
in derivatives markets workflows 
to enforced separations of bank-
ing activities to tougher report-
ing and sanctions regimes, banks 
are looking to technology to help 
them comply and thrive.

Key concepts behind compli-
ance and regulatory arbitrage will 
be further explored during Mon-
day’s session, ‘Can technology car-
ry the regulatory burden? Looking 
at the role of technology in adapt-
ing to new regulations and also in 
the creation of regulation’.
“The environment financial in-

stitutions are in is driven by reg-
ulation, which changes how we 
spend our time and money. it’s 
very different from only five years 
ago,” bessant says, adding that 
regulatory shifts can often incur 
dramatic organisational change 
for banks.
“banks have to make aggressive 

levels of technological change 
within short time periods, be-
cause the regulation comes so 
quickly,” says bessant.

“open source technology redefines 
competitive and practical pathways for 
banks.”

Taylor Bodman, global head of HR, operations and systems, Brown Brothers Harriman

“banks have to 
make aggressive 
levels of 
technological 
change within 
short time 
periods.”

Catherine Bessant, global technology and 
operations executive, Bank of America

To learn more…
Technology keynote
Monday 29 October – 11:00-12:00

Brave new leaders in IT
Monday 29 October – 16:00-17:00

http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=173
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=124
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WhAT’S NeW iN 2012
Compliance Forum
For the first time, Sibos will host a Compliance Forum, 
a two-day dedicated programme reflecting the 
growing impact of regulatory requirements on financial 
institutions.
The comprehensive programme of panel debates, 
practical case studies, product introductions and deep-
dive sessions – held both at the Hyatt Regency hotel’s 
conference room Mai and supplemented with main 
conference sessions and SWIFT Auditorium sessions – 
will focus on the challenges of financial crime.
The Compliance Forum is open to all Sibos attendees.

Japan Day
Exploring this year’s host country will be more 
exciting and insightful than ever at Sibos with Japan 
Day. Thursday 1 November sees a series of incisive 
sessions on the world’s third-largest economy. Kicking 
off at 9:00am with an opportunity to hear directly 
from Mizuho Financial Group president and CEO 
Yasuhiro Sato, the day will chart the Japanese financial 
landscape and plot the lessons which can be learned.  

Sibos tools 
●● mySibos, Virtual Sibos, and Sibos Exhibition have 

all been consolidated into Sibos.com.
●● This year’s Sibos mobile application will offer a 

range of new functionality including messaging, an 
interactive floor plan, and a calendar facility to help 
plan your week.

Conference venue
●● Conference room digital signage will broadcast 

session videos outside rooms.

Social@Sibos
It’s easier than ever to stay connected to Sibos through 
our social media channels. 
●● Follow us on Twitter through the @Sibos account, 

which you can find on www.twitter.com/sibos.  
To make sure your tweets show up in the Twitter 
feed on sibos.com, on the Sibos app and on the 
exhibition screens, always use the #Sibos hash tag.  
The official hash tags for Sibos are: #Sibos 
#standardsforum #innotribe #corporateforum 
#techforum #CFsibos (Compliance Forum) 
#SFosaka (Standards Forum).

●● To continue the Sibos debates and network with 
other attendees, join the Sibos group on LinkedIn.

●● You can find daily news reports, picture galleries 
and videos on sibos.com. 

●● More videos can be found on the SibosTV channel 
on YouTube (www.youtube.com/sibostv). Go to the 
SibosPics photo stream on Flickr (www.flickr.com/
photos/Sibospics) to view more photo galleries. 

●● After Sibos, the SWIFT@Sibos presentations will be 
available on Slideshare  
(www.slideshare.com/swiftcommunity).

●● And of course, you can also keep up with industry 
news and blogs on Dialogue  
(www.dialogueonline.info).

CSR
At Sibos this year, you can find out about a number 
of initiatives the banking community and SWIFT have 
undertaken in the corporate social responsibility 
sphere and hear from prominent social entrepreneurs 
such as Nobel Laureate Muhammad Yunus, the 
father of micro finance industry and the founder of 
Bangladesh-based Grameen Bank in the closing 
plenary. 
An Innotribe session, ‘Banks for a better world – is it 
really achievable?’, will look at new ethical, sustainable 
and social responsible products, services and 
practices and how they represent great opportunities 
both for industry and society. The session will focus 
on the mains areas: financial inclusion, collaborative 
social engagement and interconnecting infrastructures 
between the mainstream financial industry and the 
alternative banking industry and its beneficiaries, such 
as social entrepreneurs and unbanked. 
SWIFT will announce a donation of €10,000 to 
Japanese-based non-profit organisation-Ashinaga 
at Sibos. Ashinaga provides emotional and financial 
support to children who have lost either one or both 
of their parents (especially after the earthquake/
tsunami in March 2011) to ensure orphans receive an 
education equal to that of other children. 

Greening Sibos 
SWIFT will offer complimentary subway tickets for staff 
and weekly delegates staying at a Sibos official hotel to 
reduce the number of buses. SWIFT has partnered with 
an internationally recognised organisation – Climact 
– to offer Osaka Sibos delegates the opportunity to 
offset their carbon footprint. SWIFT has also purchased 
carbon credits for projects in Ghana (highly efficient 
wood cook stoves) and Kenya (water filters). 

SIBOS WEEK AT A GLANCE
Sibos 2012 Osaka 29 October–1 November    www.sibos.com

Which side are you on?
 SWIFT Institute connects research with reality in ground-breaking derivatives reform debate

Osaka will witness a new forum 
for intelligent, informed debate, 
brought to sibos by the recently 

launched sWiFT institute.
The subject for debate – will current 

reforms really reduce risk in the oTC 
derivatives markets? – is an apt one for 
the institute, founded to establish a mu-
tually beneficial connection between ac-
ademic finance research and market 
practitioners.

From 2013, the sWiFT institute will 
offer 12 grants per year to support inde-
pendent research focused on transaction 
banking, covering the areas of payments, 
clearing and settlement, cash manage-
ment, trade finance and securities.

“Financial markets infrastructures are 
heavily under-researched and are largely 
unnoticed by most people until problems 
arise,” said Professor dr. Ron bernds-
en, head of the oversight departments at 
de Nederlandsche bank, the dutch cen-
tral bank, and endowed professor of finan-
cial infrastructure and systemic risk at the 
university of Tilburg. berndsen is a mem-
ber of the advisory council that guides 
work carried out by the sWiFT institute. 

“sWiFT is well positioned to stimulate 
research in this area by being able to pro-
pose projects that will appeal to research-
ers, the huge dataset it has access to and 
its neutral position.”

across the whole host of post-crisis 
regulatory initiatives that have moved 
ahead since the financial crisis, few are 

likely to have as much of an impact as 
the overhaul of the oTC derivatives 
market. While the rules are close to be-
ing finalised in both the us and eu-
rope ahead of the group of 20’s January 
2013 implementation deadline, doubts 
remain as to whether it will achieve the 
overall aim of limiting systemic risk in 
the swaps market.

The core tenet of the oTC derivatives 
rules require trades to be cleared via cen-
tral counterparties, the intention being to 
shift risk from financial institutions to safe 
and robust market infrastructures.

Held on Monday 29 october at 11am 
in Conference room 2, the sibos Collo-
quium debate will pitch an academic per-
spective – led by Manmohan singh, senior 

economist at the international Monetary 
Fund – against a market-led view from 
godfried de Vidts, director of european 
affairs at interdealer broker iCaP.

Swords crossed
during the session, which will be intro-
duced by sWiFT Ceo gottfried Leib-
brandt, singh will present evidence and 
arguments from his working paper ‘Mak-
ing oTC derivatives safe – a fresh look’, 
which essentially argues that placing clear-
ing houses in the middle of oTC deriva-
tives transactions could create the next set 
of too-big-to-fail entities. singh warns the 
current approach could lead to another 
taxpayer bailout and proposes a tax on de-
rivatives liabilities to create a public utili-
ty model for oTC derivatives market in-
frastructure.

de Vidts will provide a market response 
to singh’s views, offering his perspective 
on whether the structure proposed for the 
oTC derivatives will ensure market sta-
bility. exchanges will be forthright but in-
sightful – and our duellists will offer sibos 
delegates the opportunity to joust before 
the dust settles.

“Financial markets 
infrastructures are 
largely unnoticed until 
problems arise.”

Dr Ron Berndsen, endowed professor of financial 
infrastructure and systemic risk, University of Tilburg
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09:30 10:30 PLEN Innovation Opening: The 
Tribe on the Tatami

n●
●

09:30 10:30 C2 Can technology carry the 
regulation burden? 

n

09:30 10:40 C3 Securities Market 
Infrastructures Forum – 
Session 1

09:30 10:30 COM1 Mobile Banking for the 
Masses: Proven Strategies 
for Reaching Banked 
and Unbanked Customer 
Segments

10:00 10:45 SA Security – How SWIFT can 
help you with technical risk 
and business evolution

10:00 10:30 OT1 Taking Corporate Banking 
Mobile – ACI Worldwide

10:00 10:30 OT2 Banking on Financial Supply 
Chain – Nucleus Software

10:30 11:15 SF Rise and shine with 
Professor Poppe – 
Standards Fundamentals

n

11:00 11:45 SA Alliance Access – Moving 
with the times, building a 
stronger platform

11:00 12:00 PLEN Technology Keynote n●
●

11:00 12:00 C2 SWIFT Institute Colloquium: 
Making OTC Derivatives 
Safe – A Fresh Look

11:00 12:15 C3 Securities Market 
Infrastructures Forum – 
Session 2

11:00 12:00 COM1 Transparency in cross-
border payments & the 
impact of Dodd-Frank 
Section 1073

11:00 12:00 COM2 The possibility for 
visualization of Cash 
and Monetary Claim 
by harmonization with 
Japanese financial 
infrastructures

11:00 12:00 COM3 ICC briefing on supply chain 
finance initiatives

11:00 12:15 IS Innotribe Health Index: 
Accelerating positive re-
balancing

11:15 12:00 SF Education session – 
Standards development 
made simpler, faster, better

n

12:00 12:15 SF Opening of the Standards 
Forum

n

12:00 12:45 SA Accord ? How SWIFT  is 
taking confirmation matching 
to new levels

12:15 12:45 OT1 Mobile Remittance : The 
New Frontier – EastNets 
Mobile Remittance

12:15 12:45 OT2 Where Next for Sanctions 
Busters – Thompson 
Reuters GRC

12:30 13:30 IS Ignite Talks
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12:30 13:30 SF Food for thought – 
Standards: Can a 
community medicine also 
remedy internal disorders?

n

13:00 13:45 SA SWIFT for Payment Market 
Infrastructure: An efficient 
support to Payment 
Settlement Systems relying 
on a safe and reliable critical 
service provider

14:00 15:15 PLEN Opening plenary ●

15:30 16:00 OT1 McKinsey & Company’s 
Global Payments Outlook – 
McKinsey & Company

15:30 16:00 OT2 BIG DATA: "The Dawn of a 
New Era" – Capgemini

16:00 16:30 SF Up close and personal with 
Satoru Yamadera, Bank of 
Japan

n

16:00 16:45 SA SWIFT cloud services as 
a game changer for the 
financial industry

16:00 17:00 C1 Brave new leaders in IT n●
●

16:00 17:00 C2 Future of Money n

16:00 17:00 C3 Capturing emerging 
payments opportunities 
in rapidly developing 
economies

16:00 17:00 COM1 Full implementation of 
the ISO Creditor Payment 
Activation Request, 
leveraging SEPAmail

16:00 17:00 COM2 Russian securities market 
changes ? next steps and 
opportunities

16:00 17:00 COM4 The renewal of the technical 
platform of securities 
services providers: a mind 
bending challenge?

16:15 16:45 OT1 Multi-Bank Supply Chain 
Solutions – Syncada (from 
Visa)

16:15 16:45 OT2 IBM’s Point of View on 
Financial Crimes detection, 
prevention, analysis, and 
investigation – how to do it 
cost effectively for banking 
institutions – IBM 

16:30 18:00 SF Standards hands-on – 
Developing a standard and 
market practice in real-time

n

17:00 17:30 OT1 Gateway to settlement 
systems in Japan on top of 
robust transaction banking 
platform – NTT DATA 
Getronics Corporation

17:00 17:30 OT2 Combating payments fraud: 
fighting the growth of new 
fraud on new fronts – Fiserv

17:00 17:45 SA FX Trade Repositories – 
Tackling new regulatory 
requirements for FX 
derivatives

Monday 29 October  2012 Tuesday 30 October 2012

Key

Streams:

n Innotribe

n Technology forum

n Corporate forum

n Compliance forum

n Japan day

n Standards Forum

Translation available:

●  English to Chinese; 
 
English to Japanese 
 

●  English to Chinese; 
 
English to Japanese; 
 
Japanese to English; 
 
Japanese to Chinese

Rooms:

C1 – Conference room 1

C2 – Conference room 2

C3 – Conference room 3

S – SWIFT stand

OT1 – Open theatre 1

OT2 – Open theatre 2

SF – Standards Forum

COM1 – Community 1

COM2 – Community 2

COM3 – Community 3

COM4 – Community 4

PLEN – Plenary room

IS – Innotribe space

SA – SWIFT auditorium
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09:00 09:30 SF Rise and shine with 
Professor Poppe – Gaining 
implementation insights

n

09:00 09:45 SA SWIFT Integration Solutions 
– Delivering tailored 
solutions to your individual 
business needs

09:00 09:30 C1 Corporate Forum Opening n●
●

09:30 10:30 C1 Adapting to new global trade 
flows and to the rise of Asia 
in global commerce

n●
●

09:30 10:30 C2 Arm yourself for cyber war – 
are you next? 

n

09:30 10:30 C3 Building a Global LEI 
Solution: An Asian 
perspective

09:15 10:30 COM2 Agile Financial Inclusion

09:30 10:30 COM1 Partnerships in 
Correspondent Banking: 
Creating Additional Value in 
Cross-Border Payments

09:30 10:30 COM3 The emergence of Regional 
markets as a driving force in 
African competitiveness

09:30 10:15 SF Business panel – 
Why payment market 
infrastructures are adopting 
ISO 20022

n

09:30 10:30 IS SWIFT Applications Platform

10:00 10:30 OT2 Transparency: Transforming 
Business based on Dynamic 
Pricing & Billing – Zafin Labs

10:00 10:45 SA SWIFT Index

10:30 11:15 SF Let’s get practical –  
First-hand implementation 
advice for ISO 20022

n

10:45 11:15 OT1 Creating business benefit 
from the burden of intraday 
liquidity management 
regulations – Dovetail

10:45 11:15 OT2 Comprehensive Global 
Transaction Banking (GTB) 
– POLARIS FINANCIAL 
TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

11:00 12:30 PLEN How seismic is this shift? 
A discussion about the 
implications of emerging 
growth markets 

●

11:15 11:45 SF Education session – 
MyStandards: What is it – 
and why should you care?

n

11:30 12:00 OT1 Supply chain finance: What 
part of the chain we are 
talking about? What’s the 
whole chain? – CODIX SA

11:30 12:00 OT2 Next generation 
technologies for agile 
banking – Diasoft

12:15 12:45 OT1 Third impact on Asian 
payment and settlement : 
How to harmonize changing 
global standards – NTT Data

12:15 12:45 OT2 The Future of China’s 
Foreign Trade – China CITIC 
Bank

12:30 13:30 SF Food for thought – 
Standardisation models: 
The jungle versus the walled 
garden

n

12:30 14:30 IS Hyper-Economies

13:00 13:45 SA Update on SWIFT’s 
collateral, clearing and 
settlement solutions: T2S 
and beyond

14:00 14:30 OT1 Bank 2.0: Digital Channel 
best Practices to compete 
in the era of engagement 
banking – Backbase

14:00 14:30 OT2 Foreign Account Tax 
Compliance Act (FATCA): 
How is this US Tax 
Regulation Affecting Global 
Banks? – BankersAccuity

14:00 14:45 SA Consulting Services – End-
to-end consulting solutions 
from SWIFT
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14:00 14:45 SF Business panel – Why 
Securities Market 
Infrastructures are adopting 
ISO 20022

n

14:00 15:00 C1 Transaction and liquidity 
management in Asia

n●
●

14:00 15:00 C2 Trade Repositories: Global 
versus Local

14:00 15:00 C3 In Conversation with Larry 
Hatheway, Global Chief 
Economist, UBS AG

14:00 15:00 COM1 The Changing European 
Payments Landscape

14:00 15:00 COM2 What key VISIBLE and 
INVISIBLE payment 
innovations really matter to 
Bank customers.

14:00 15:00 COM3 World Payments Report 
2012 – Payments Evolution 
and the Catalysts of 
Regulation & Innovation

14:45 15:15 OT1 The role of Consorzio CBI 
as the Italian standardization 
competence centre – 
Consorzio CBI

14:45 15:15 OT2 How SWIFT Integration 
Enables Global Cash 
Visibility and more reliable 
cash forecasting – Kyriba 
Japan

15:00 15:45 SA Supply Chain Finance for 
Corporates – The Bank 
Payment Obligation

n

15:15 15:45 SF Up close and personal with 
Gottfried Leibbrandt, SWIFT

n

15:30 16:00 OT1 Creating the Next Generation 
Global Transaction Bank – 
Oracle Financial Services

15:30 16:00 OT2 Why Real Time is where 
mass payments are going 
– Logica

15:30 16:30 COM3 Adapting to T2S: what do 
you expect?

15:45 17:30 IS The Future of Organisation

16:00 16:45 SA 3SKey: How can you save 
more time, effort and 
money?

n

16:00 17:00 C1 Back to the future: legacy 
platforms

n●
●

16:00 17:00 C2 Building future-proof 
operating models in 
wholesale transaction 
banking

16:00 17:00 C3 The Regulation Agenda: 
where do we stand? 

16:00 17:00 COM1 Lessons learned from 
European payments 
integration

16:00 17:00 COM2 McKinsey on Transaction 
Banking – from Zero to Hero

16:00 17:00 COM4 Asian Bond Pilot Platform 
goes live in Hong Kong and 
Malaysia

16:00 17:00 SF Let’s get practical – 
A customer’s take on 
MyStandards

n

16:15 16:45 OT1 Proactively Reduce Annual 
Losses Linked to Basel II/III 
Compliance – SYSTAR

16:15 16:45 OT2 Supply-Chain-Centric 
Transaction Banking – ISI-
Dentsu, Ltd.

17:00 17:30 OT1 Treasury Management 
in Asia for Corporates – 
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking 
Corporation

17:00 17:45 SA Alliance Lite2 – It has never 
been easier to connect to 
SWIFT

n

17:00 18:00 SF Standards Forum 
Networking Cocktail

n
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09:00 09:30 SF Rise and shine with 
Professor Poppe – The 
intimate relationship 
between market practices 
and standards

n

09:00 09:45 SA Alliance Managed 
Operations – SWIFT 
operational excellence at 
your premises

09:30 10:15 SF Eye-opener – Cars and 
standards: lessons from the 
automotive industry

n

09:30 10:30 C1 Shared service centres. 
A global trend? For all 
customers? 

n●
●

09:30 10:30 C2 Settlement finality 
and efficient liquidity 
management: critical 
success factors for efficient 
financial payment systems? 

09:30 10:30 C3 In a changing securities 
landscape are you getting 
what you need from CSD 
market infrastructures 

09:30 10:30 COM2 What will the European 
financial market 
infrastructure look like in 
2020?

09:30 10:30 COM3 PMPG – What’s up in the 
payments market place

09:30 10:30 COM4 Where Next for Sanctions 
Busters

09:30 10:30 IS NextBankAsia at Innotribe: 
Banking meets Design

10:00 10:30 OT2 Staying Ahead of the 
Mobile Wave in Commercial 
Banking – MicroStrategy

10:00 10:45 SA Corporate Banking Lens, a 
SWIFT McKinsey Solution

10:30 11:15 SF Business panel: 
Harmonizing the Asian bond 
market: What’s next ?

n

10:45 11:15 OT1 Financial messaging? To be 
or not to be in the cloud ? – 
STERCI

10:45 11:15 OT2 Web Services Finally 
Come of Age – Bottomline 
Technologies

11:00 12:30 PLEN Regulation – Will global 
transaction banking survive?

●

11:15 12:00 SF Business panel – Standards 
and Trade Repositories

n

11:30 12:00 OT1 Securities operating 
models: a trend towards 
outsourcing? – Kurt Salmon

11:30 12:00 OT2 Leveraging Technology to 
manage Risk in the "New 
Normal" – Microsoft

12:15 12:45 OT1 Legal Entity Identifier (LEI), 
An Americas Perspective – 
iGATE

12:15 12:45 OT2 Client-centric technology 
strategies that wrap & 
renew existing systems to 
increase revenue, cut costs, 
and improve customer 
experience – Pegasystems

12:30 13:30 SF Food for thought – 
Standards and Regulation

n

12:30 15:30 IS The Future of Big and Small 
Data

13:00 13:45 SA Legal Entity Identifiers – The 
Utility is live, now what?

14:00 14:30 OT1 Liquidity and Risk 
Management: Case Study – 
Fundtech 

14:00 14:30 OT2 G3, CNAPS, SEPA, FedWire, 
CHIPS... – how banks 
use regional initiatives to 
empower the customer – 
Clear2Pay

14:00 14:45 SF Let’s get practical – The 
CGI secret to seamless 
corporate cash management

n
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14:00 14:45 SA Sanctions Screening – You 
will sleep better

n

14:00 15:00 C1 Open Account and the 
convergence of cash and 
trade: Have banks finally 
found the solution? 

n●
●

14:00 15:00 C2 Collateral management 
insourcing – the next frontier

14:00 15:00 C3 In Conversation with Benoit 
Cœuré, Member of the 
Executive Board, European 
Central Bank

14:00 15:00 COM1 Banking landscape in the 
ASEAN + 3 region

14:00 15:00 COM2 Efficient solutions for SEPA 
consolidation and building 
innovation

14:00 15:00 COM3 Latest developments from 
the ASEAN+3 Bond Market 
Forum (ABMF)

14:00 15:00 COM4 Myanmar: Opening up

14:45 15:15 OT1 Don’t over-reach your 
Payment Modernization 
Initiative – Gartner

14:45 15:15 OT2 Supply Chain Finance 
Product Strategy – Premium 
Technology Inc

15:00 15:45 SA SWIFTRef – The reference 
data solution for payments, 
treasury and compliance. 
It is no longer a time to 
maintain your reference data 
in isolation!

n

15:15 15:45 SF Up close and personal with 
Kevin Houstoun, Fix Protocol 
Limited

n

15:30 16:00 OT1 Myanmar: Open for 
Business – Decillion Group

15:30 16:00 OT2 Mobility Solutions – 
Empowering Corporate 
Cash & Treasury Functions 
in the Enterprise – Temenos

16:00 17:00 C1 Placing your bets on mobile 
payments

●

16:00 17:00 C2 Issuer to Investor: Corporate 
Actions – will we ever crack 
this?

16:00 17:30 C3 Digital Asset Grid n

16:00 17:00 COM2 Consumer payments and 
increasing regulatory 
requirements. The need for 
more transparency

16:00 17:00 COM3 Next steps following the 
developments of the Asian 
Bond Market Initiative 
ASEAN+3 Bond Market 
Forum (ABMF)

16:00 17:30 SA SWIFT for Corporates 
Services

n

16:00 16:45 SF Let’s get practical – Best 
practices for Renminbi 
implementation

n

16:15 16:45 OT1 Centralised Sanctions 
Filtering with local 
intelligence – FircoSoft & 
Standard Chartered

16:15 16:45 OT2 Compliance and regulation 
on the trading floor – Orange 
Business Services

17:00 17:30 OT1 Are special characters in 
SWIFT messages creating 
a gap in your compliance 
program? – Dow Jones

17:00 17:30 OT2 From ideas to products: how 
to organize your innovation 
process – Equens SE 

17:00 18:00 SF Meet the market 
practitioners

n
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09:00 09:45 SA Shape your ideal 
correspondent banking 
business with Watch Insights

09:00 09:45 SF Rise and shine with 
Professor Poppe – The big 
Standards ‘Poppe’ Quiz

n

09:00 09:30 PLEN Japan day opening address n●
●

09:30 10:30 C1 The current state of play 
in the Japanese financial 
landscape

n●
●

09:30 10:30 C2 Analytics application in 
financial crime – joining the 
dots

n

09:30 10:30 C3 ETC and Trade Matching: 
From nice-to-have to 
necessity

09:30 10:30 COM1 Changing market 
opportunity for payments 
utilities

09:30 11:30 IS The Future of Doing Good 
(Banks for a Better World)

09:45 10:30 SF Eye-opener – The rise and 
success of the bar code

n

10:00 10:45 SA AMH – Global messaging 
solutions in a multi-network 
world

10:30 11:15 SF Let’s get practical – How can 
standards foster regional 
integration?

n

10:45 11:15 OT1 T2S: project update and 
opportunities for non-
European markets – 
Eurosystem (ECB)

10:45 11:15 OT2 Impediments to full SEPA: 
a statistical analysis of data 
quality – Experian

11:00 12:00 C1 Japan: A view of the future? n●
●

11:00 12:00 C2 Global transaction banking: 
In need of business 
insights? 

11:00 12:00 C3 CCPs for OTC Derivatives: 
The right answer or an 
nightmare in the making?

11:00 11:45 SA Sanctions Testing – For an 
effective, efficient sanctions 
environment

n

11:15 12:00 SF Business panel – XBRL n

11:30 12:00 OT1 Strategies for Innovating 
Payment Transformation 
Programs – Oracle 
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11:30 12:00 OT2 Evolving Business Models 
in Corporate Financial 
Services: Why the Cloud 
Changes Everything – SAP

12:15 15:30 IS Innotribe Start-up 2012 
Challenge – Grand Finale

12:15 12:45 OT1 How the IPFA is progressing 
globally – IPFA

12:15 12:45 OT2 Bringing the excellence of 
the London Stock Exchange 
Group to Europe – London 
Stock Exchange Group 

12:30 13:30 SF Food for thought – Local 
characters in a global 
market: Messages that work 
for everyone

n

13:00 13:45 SA Asset Servicing – New tools 
and trends to better manage 
the corporate actions 
process

14:00 15:00 C1 Are we moving toward a 
currency war? 

n●
●

14:00 15:00 C2 Securities growth in Asia – 
where will it come from? 

n

14:00 15:00 C3 In Conversation with Osama 
Al Rahma, General Manager, 
Al Fardan Exchange

14:00 14:45 SF Business panel – Standards 
testing: The next big thing?

n

14:00 14:30 OT1 How the RMB has 
developed as an 
international currency and 
why this is important for the 
securities industry in Asia – 
Clearstream Banking

14:00 14:30 OT2 How can banks support the 
Financial Supply Chain of 
their corporate customers? 
– IBM 

14:00 14:45 SA ISO20022 full speed: 0 to 
100 in less time, and the 
tools that will get you there

n

14:45 15:15 SF Up close and personal with 
Martine Brachet, Societe 
Generale

n

14:45 15:15 OT1 Towards SEPA Direct Debit, 
managing the migration of 
the existing mandates to 
SDD! – Kurt Salmon

14:45 15:15 OT2 Innovation & Cash 
Management Solutions – 
Capgemini 

15:15 15:45 SF Closing of the Standards 
Forum

n

16:00 17:00 PLEN Closing plenary ●

Wednesday 31 October 2012 Thursday 1 November 2012

Key

Streams:

n Innotribe

n Technology forum

n Corporate forum

n Compliance forum

n Japan day

n Standards Forum

Translation available:

●  English to Chinese; 
 
English to Japanese 
 

●  English to Chinese; 
 
English to Japanese; 
 
Japanese to English; 
 
Japanese to Chinese

Rooms:

C1 – Conference room 1

C2 – Conference room 2

C3 – Conference room 3

S – SWIFT stand

OT1 – Open theatre 1

OT2 – Open theatre 2

SF – Standards Forum

COM1 – Community 1

COM2 – Community 2

COM3 – Community 3

COM4 – Community 4

PLEN – Plenary room

IS – Innotribe space

SA – SWIFT auditorium
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Practical information

Transportation details 
We will offer transportation from the airport to Sibos official hotels and from 
the hotels to the INTEX centre. The details of route and time schedule will be 
in the transportation leaflet that you will receive in your Sibos bag and will be 
available on sibos.com.
If you purchase a Week Long Participant Pass and book an official Sibos 
hotel via the Sibos registration website, you will be entitled to a complimentary 
subway pass for four days when you receive your badge.  

Hotels 
siboshotels@delegate.com or  
sibos.com

Visas 

Passports and visas: planning is 
essential.
When planning your visit to Sibos 
2012, please allow plenty of time to 
understand Japan visa requirements.
Use this link for advice from the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, including 
a list of those countries that do not 
need a visa to visit Japan:
www.mofa.go.jp/j_info/visit/visa/ 

Please note that SWIFT will not 
provide invitation letters for visa 
purposes.

Dress code

Monday-Thursday 
Business attire

Sibos closing event:
Smart casual

Luggage storage

There will be luggage storage in the 
forecourt of the Intex Centre, on the 
right as you face the centre, from 
Monday 29 October till Thursday 1 
November 2012.

Frequently asked questions

How much does it cost to attend 
Sibos? 

For delegates:
Week long participant pass €2,950
Day pass €1,250

For exhibitors:
24sqm unit €14,000
Stand partner €3,000 per partner

Is lunch included in the price of 
my delegate pass? 
Lunch is not included in the 
registration price. When registering 
for Sibos you can choose to opt in 
for the lunch for €50 per day. You 
can also purchase a lunch ticket for 
the same price on site. 

Where can I find 
accommodation for Sibos? 
The Official Sibos Hotels are listed 
in the ‘practical info’ section of 
www.sibos.com and are available 
to book via Sibos Registration 
upon completion of registration. 
Rooms may be reserved only for full 
participants and those holding day 
passes. Day passes are required to 
book a two night minimum stay.  

Contact info

Hotel bookings 
Contact Sibos Registration Office

siboshotels@delegate.com

Registration for participants 
Contact Sibos Registration Office

sibos@delegate.com

Phone +44 1252 771 150

Registration for exhibitors 
Contact Sibos Registration Office

sibosexhibitors@delegate.com

Phone +44 1252 771 150

Registration on-site or other 
practical or logistical questions
Contact SWIFT  
Véronique Hannecart

veronique.hannecart@swift.com

Phone +32 2 655 3533 

Osaka Nanko Ferry Term
inal

(For Shikoku,Kyushu)

Tezukayama Sta.

Kawachi-
Eiwa Sta.

HIGASHIOSAKA-SHI

Hanshi

TSURUMI-WARD

Observation Tower

Tsurumiryokuchi Park

Cosmosquare Sta.

Sheraton Miyako H.Osaka

INTEX Osaka

RAISE House
Osaka

Tenjimbashi

H.The
Live-
Artex Kintetsu Dept. Store Uehommachi

H.New Matsugae

Plaza Osaka

Miyuki-dori Street
(Korean Market)

M
atsuyam

achi-suji
Shopping St. Karahori-dori

Shopping Street

H.1-2-3 Tennoji

Tsukamoto Sta.

Amagasaki Central H.

Imperial
 H.Osaka

Venue
INTEX Osaka
1-5-102 Nanko-Kita, 
Suminoe-ku, 
Osaka 559-0034
Japan 

TEL:+81 6-6612-8800  
FAX:+81 6-6612-8686

In the last 24 years, INTEX Osaka 
has held more than 2,250 trade 
shows, events and exhibitions in the 
Cosmosquare district of Osaka.

For more information, visit 
www.intex-osaka.com

Sibos opening hours: 

Monday 29 October 2012

08:00 Registration opens

09:00-
18:00

Exhibition and 
conference open

17:30-
19:30

Welcome reception in 
the exhibition

Tuesday 30 October 2012

08:00 Registration opens

09:00-
18:00

Exhibition and 
conference open

Wednesday 31 October 2012

08:00 Registration opens

09:00-
18:00

Exhibition and 
conference open

Thursday 1 November 2012

08:00 Registration opens

09:00-
17:30

Exhibition and 
conference open

19:30-
02:00

Sibos closing event

To facilitate Monday morning access, we will be offering a full registration and badge pick-up service, 
including badge printing, if you do not receive it prior to travelling. You will also be able to have a 
photo taken and a new badge printed if required, to all Sibos official hotels on Saturday 27 October 
and Sunday 28 October and at the INTEX centre on Sunday 28 October. 

Registration tips
Remember to bring your ID Card or driver’s licence in order to validate and activate your badge.
We will have a bag collection desk in exhibition hall 3 at INTEX, upon arrival at registration attendees 
will be given a ticket so that they can claim their bag at any stage during Sibos venue opening hours 
from Monday 29 October – Thursday 1 November.

mailto:siboshotels@delegate.com
https://www.delegate.com/swift/sibos/2012/display.php?ab5f5c6e5c3a5c6e6e36c23323f2f23324076=ec5f5c6e5c3a84b4g44414e40&0d5f5c6e5c3a5c6e6e06c23323f2g233240db=ec5f5c6e5c3a82f2f34353240&e05f5c6e5c3a5c6e6e26c23323f302332403f=ec5f5c6e5c3a3f85g6661636f6740&475f5c6e5c3a686535e65685c675g49=ec5f5c6e5c3a33335e5f5f5c5d5e32355g335c58g33345d35365f5c5e5g32362g5c31605f323540&165f5c6e5c3a61a706c60685d6ceb=ec5f5c68e5c3a40&protocol=443&9a5f5c6e5c33a6g635g701e=ec5f5c6e5c83a2f2g2e40&245f5c6e5c3a5e691676a696d636e5g93=ec5f5c6e5c3a5d2e5f2g325e605g34605d2g363812g30323230322g5d5d33362g2g353135325g40
mailto:siboshotels@delegate.com
callto:+441252771150
mailto:sibosexhibitors@delegate.com
callto:+441252771150
http://www.intex-osaka.com/en/index.php


Commerzbank, as one of Europe's major providers of transaction banking and foreign trade services, will
be present again at the top event for the financial industry. And there’s always something to (re-) discover:
Did you get connected in the meantime? Can you guess the connection between a racetrack, an opera
and a fountain?  Our team of relationship managers and product specialists looks forward to providing
new insights, exchanging ideas and discussing business opportunities with you. Stay curious, drop by
our stand no. 2C10 and experience how partnership meets expertise... @ Sibos 2012 in Osaka.
www.fi.commerzbank.com

Financial Institutions

Meet with us @ Sibos in Osaka
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How is the increase in Asian economic 
power manifesting itself in the financial 
sphere?
The challenge for asia is that it is becom-
ing the focus as the key area for growth. be-
fore the global financial crisis, europe and 
america were doing relatively well, as was 
asia. so, there was, in a sense, a tri-polar 
world. but now, with the Western crisis, 
so much hope and attention has come to 
asia. if you look at where we are today, we 
are doing better, but india has managed 
to hurt itself pretty badly and China too, 
leading to question marks, among both 
the Chinese and outside analysts. Look-
ing at the financial sector, the other thing 
that is always here is that asian banks are 
seen as relatively safe: they have avoided 
the more speculative activities that West-
ern banks have pursued. Having cleaned-
up after the asian financial crisis more 
than a decade ago, they are thought to be 
on a sounder footing. The question then 
is about whether they can they continue 
to grow amidst global uncertainty and still 
remain safe; growth and safety aren’t al-
ways compatible.

If Asian banks are to be expected to take 
on the roles left by Western banks as they 
retreat from Asia, will they have to take on 

some of the riskier activities that got the 
banks in Europe and US into trouble?
i don’t know if size alone is going to make 
them take on the same kind of role. if you 
look at the Japanese banks, they were at 
one time the biggest in the world, and 
some are still very big. and the Chinese 
banks are similarly huge. but it’s much 
more than size that’s important – it’s the 
availability to certain lenders and markets, 
and the consciousness of wanting to fund 
projects across borders. so i don’t think 
asian banks are there yet, and i don’t 
think they’re going to get there via the 
same route as Western banks, and there-
fore won’t necessarily encounter the same 
risks. i hope they won’t in two ways. The 
real needs in asia are in some ways much 
simpler. The problems that emerged de-
rived from the desire of banks to use so-
phisticated devices and instruments to cre-
ate profits for themselves, putting money 
at risk speculatively almost, rather than 

underlying basic deals. That’s a broad 
generalisation, but i think it’s fairly accu-
rate. The second part of it is that we have 
high levels of savings around asia, and a 
lot of needs, both for infrastructure fund-
ing and a rising middle class that needs to 
borrow money for a first house or first car. 
We probably need asian banks to focus on 
that, real needs in other words, rather than 
sophisticated instruments. asia already 
has a strong bond market. if you look at 
where asian governments put their money, 
it goes both ways: they are borrowing from 
banks rather than raising from the finan-
cial markets. and where are they putting 
their money? it’s into us Treasury bills.

Is there a cultural element to the 
conservative approach of the region’s 
banks, in terms of people in Asia having 
traditionally saved more?
it is clearly there, but it’s also logical in two 
ways: unlike in europe, many families in 
asia don’t have safety nets. in my country, 
singapore, we have virtually full employ-
ment, but that isn’t backed up by unem-
ployment insurance. so while you’re earn-
ing money, you want to save more money 
for a rainy day. Particularly after the asian 
crisis, both asian banks and companies 
have tended to that. The other factor is 
that asian banks have been relatively able 
to deliver fairly low rates of return com-
pared to Western banks. However, the rise 
of asia is not necessarily lock-stepped with 
the success of asian banks. if you look at 

who the new asian rich are banking with, 
it’s not always asian banks.

Savings from Japan, and more recently 
China, have been, to some extent, 
bankrolling America: Will that situation 
continue and with it the US dollar as the 
global reserve currency?
There are some rumblings of dissatisfaction, 
because returns are close to zero, and with 
Qe3 coming up, the clear intention of the 
us is to devalue their way out of the prob-
lem. and so if you’re left holding us Treas-
ury bills, your returns and capital are being 
eroded. but right now, there aren’t many 
alternatives. one phenomenon that is com-
ing out of both China and Japan is that they 
are trying to bankroll infrastructure for their 
companies. With the Japanese economy in a 
prolonged period of low-to-no-growth and 
the demographic problems, the yen is prob-
ably at its peak. and there is also all manner 
of speculation about the RMb becoming 
a global currency, but it’s being reined in 
by the Chinese authorities’ desire not to in-
ternationalise it and lose control. so we’re 
looking at the experiments that China is try-
ing with cross-border trade using the RMb, 
and using offshore financial hubs as centres 
for internationalisation.

How is growing Asian wealth changing the 
behaviour of the population as consumers 
and investors?
There are two kinds of asian rich. The first 
are the super-rich, and those i would further 
classify into two categories: those that have a 
legitimate business, and those that have got 
rich through grey or black money. Those 
with the grey or black money are going to 
buy up almost anything that they can use 
to offshore some of their funds. They are 
buying up luxury properties in singapore, 
London or Paris, and even if they overpay, 
in the process, they will clean their money. 
The real rich money in asia will be looking 
for investments in europe and the us. it’s 
clear to many asians that innovation, tech-
nology and branding, are still stronger in 
those markets. There are already a couple 
of examples of asians buying up relatively 
unknown brands in the high-end of mar-
kets, such as the british bag-maker Mulber-
ry, which is now owned by a singaporean. 
They are keeping the manufacturing in brit-
ain but attaching themselves to a tradition-
al luxury brand. on the technology side, if 
you look, for example, at the way Chinese 
investors are buying up precision engineer-
ing companies in germany. They too are 
not just buying the brand and relocating the 
manufacturing to China, but attempting to 
move themselves up the value chain.

“growth and safety 
aren’t always 
compatible.”

“asian banks must focus on real needs rather 
than sophisticated instruments.”

“if you look at who 
the new asian rich are 
banking with, it’s not 
always asian banks.”

big issue debaTe 2

Keep it simple, Simon says
As Asia takes a bigger role on the global stage, its financial sector is unlikely to 
repeat the mistakes of their Western counterparts, according to Professor Simon 
Tay, chairman of the Singapore Institute of International Affairs, and associate 
professor at the National University of Singapore’s faculty of law.

To learn more…
Big issue debate 2: How seismic is this shift? A discussion 
about the implications of emerging growth markets
Tuesday 30 October – 11:00-12:15

Professor Simon Tay
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TeCHNoLogY

Finance sector finds silver lining in the cloud
Across the industry, cloud-based services have evolved from supporting internal technology infrastructures to 
delivering real value to clients through lower costs and greater access to services. 

The many efforts being 
made across the finance 
industry to move existing 

applications and infrastructure 
to cloud computing suggest that 
firms are keen to leverage oppor-
tunities for improved cost man-
agement and flexibility. Firms 
are investing in multiple cloud 
service models like software as a 
service (saas), platform as a ser-
vice (Paas) and infrastructure as 
a service (iaas) to support not 
only middle- and back-office op-
erations, but also the front of-
fice. From mobile banking ser-
vices and other payment services 
to supporting application devel-
opment and providing data stor-
age and management servic-
es, new technologies that deliver 
on-demand infrastructure while 
maintaining critical latency re-
quirements are becoming popu-
lar. “Today, instead of looking at 
cloud from a infrastructure stand 
point, banks are thinking about 
how cloud can help improve ser-
vices to customers. The focus 
is more on business application 
processes and is being driven by 
consumerisation and mobility. 
Vendors, with their innovative 
applications on cloud, are also 
driving the adoption,” says ben 
Millrood, group vice-president, 
gartner Consulting. 

Ahead in the cloud
at a time of lower volumes and 
higher costs, the ability of cloud 
computing to provide a cen-
tralised service, which can be 
accessed from anywhere and 
through any modern means of 
communication, is proving a via-
ble, attractive option. The abili-
ty to quickly expand and add new 
environments is also a strong 
point. “The cloud makes it easi-
er and faster for banks to imple-
ment and deliver new mandated 
functionalities. Moreover, as new 
regulatory requirements emerge, 
the cloud gives a faster and flex-
ible model to meet these require-
ments than in the traditional ap-
plication development approach. 
integrating the new needs is 
much faster in the cloud,” says 
John J Lehner, managing direc-
tor of eagle investment systems, 
a subsidiary of bNY Mellon.

Research firm Celent estimates 
that spending on cloud comput-
ing in the capital markets world-
wide will grow to us$2.8 billion 
in 2013, with leading firms such 
as Morgan stanley, Citigroup, 
bank of america Merrill Lynch 
and state street already having 
deployed private clouds. 

Citi and Royal bank of scot-
land recently tied up with eRP 
software vendor saP to devel-

op an interoperable, multi-bank 
platform to seamlessly integrate 
banks’ transaction banking plat-
forms with their corporate cus-
tomers’ eRP and treasury sys-
tems, previously an expensive 
proposition. The new solution 
aims to streamline financial trans-
actions, such as payments, while 
enabling new, on-demand bank-
ing services to be delivered via the 
cloud.

bNY Mellon and its eagle in-
vestment systems software ser-
vice provider subsidiary have mi-
grated numerous clients to the 
bNY Mellon onCore platform, 
whereby the client outsources 
its mid-office operations to bNY 
Mellon with ability to combine 
back-office functions with mid-
dle-office servicing across multi-
ple books of business via a single 
platform. The deployment lever-

ages the bNY Mellon asset ser-
vicing platform coupled with a 
cloud-based deployment of ea-
gle’s data management solution 
that is seamlessly updated daily. 
This provides firms with the abil-
ity to continue to own their in-
vestment data while outsourcing 
components of their operations.

if financial services firms are 
leveraging the cloud, financial 
market infrastructures (FMi) 
are not too behind. Many FMis 
are already leveraging commu-
nity clouds to offer services and 
solutions to financial market 
participants. The commercial 
technology arms NYse euronext 
and Thomson Reuters have 
launched various community 
cloud platforms to help custom-
ers manage, store and access mar-
ket data. in september, exchange 
group Nasdaq oMX teamed up 
with amazon Web services to 
provide a cloud computing plat-
form, FinQloud, designed specif-
ically for financial services. 

sWiFT also recently an-
nounced a new cloud-based 
connectivity service in alliance 
Lite2, which connects custom-
ers to the sWiFT network, ena-
bling them to exchange messages 
and files over the cloud with oth-
er sWiFT users. “our aim is to 
provide customers with a high-

ly secure and simplified solution 
to do business with sWiFT in a 
more harmonised manner,” says 
Juan Martinez, head of cloud ser-
vices at sWiFT. Martinez feels 
that success of the cloud market 
will depend on the ability of pro-
viders to offer aPis to facilitate 
the interaction between the cus-
tomer and the solutions provider. 
opening aPis can enable third-
party developers and tech com-
panies to innovate on mature 
software platforms and expand 
it into new markets and services. 

gartner estimates that 50% of 
all data across the world will move 
to cloud by 2016. Financial ser-
vices market may also shift a ma-
jor share of data onto cloud but 
the industry needs help from reg-
ulators because of stringent norms 
on how and where data is stored, 
which currently restrict adoption. 
With banks in switzerland and 
Luxembourg, for example, not al-
lowed to host data outside europe, 
regulations will need to be revised 
for to allow the finance sector to 
keep pace with the cloud.

CoRPoRaTe aCTioNs 

distant drums
Issuers remain aloof as downstream 
market participants tackle the costs and 
risks of reforming existing corporate 
actions systems and processes. 

Even as financial market regu-
lators across the world try to 
bring in risk reduction meas-

ures, corporate action is an area 
that merits greater attention. While 
many market participants have put 
considerable time and effort into 
achieving standardisation and au-
tomation, experts feel the industry 
remains far away from the end goal 
of seamless communication from 
issuer to investor. They attrib-
ute the slow rate of progress to a 
lack of collective will. “Worldwide 
there are around 11 million cor-
porate actions events announced 
every year,” says Hervé Valentin, 
head of asset servicing, marketing, 
sWiFT, noting that market par-
ticipants lose billions due to errors 
and inefficiencies during the pro-
cessing of corporate actions. 

Lack of proper standardisa-
tion and the reluctance of mar-
ket participants to adopt exist-
ing best practices for cost reasons 
are among the major obstacles to 
making seamless communication 
a reality. “adopting new stand-

ards necessarily involves often 
high investments in new systems 
and also requires either the adap-
tation of legacy systems or the in-
troduction of workarounds in or-
der to support new processes,” 
says Virginie o’shea, post-trade 
technology analyst, aite group. 
as well as cost, there is consid-
erable risk involved in making 
changes to the existing process-
es, which is why many are call-
ing for representatives across the 
transaction chain to work clos-
er together – from the issuers 
agents and market infrastructures 
to custodians, investors and even 
software vendors to define their 
needs and create a centralised 
data model. o’shea welcomes ef-
forts to share insights for the long-
term benefit of the industry. “by 
looking at how challenges such as 
the capturing of issuer data at the 
point of entry have been tackled 
in countries such as italy or Ja-
pan, perhaps other national and 
regional groups can learn a thing 
or two to take back,” she says.

However, the corporate actions 
space is witnessing gradual but 
positive changes. a recent sur-
vey conducted by financial mar-
ket consultancy firm CityiQ and 
sWiFT revealed that automation 
of corporate actions processes and 
functions is increasing: 90% of re-
spondents said they had invested 
in automation. Though automa-
tion efforts often lack an integrat-
ed approach, a change in attitude 
is quite evident. “in the past, cost 
reduction and risk mitigation used 
to be the main drivers of auto-
mation. However, enhancing ser-
vice levels to customers is becom-
ing more and more important for 
some of the parties,” says Valentin.

Striking gold
another interesting, if not entirely 
surprising, conclusion to be drawn 
from the survey was the impor-
tance respondents attached to re-
ceiving structured data direct from 
issuer or agent source. a total of 
92% of the people surveyed be-
lieved improvements in this spe-

cific area would have a big impact 
on data quality and client servicing 
as well as helping to reduce cost 
and headcount.  Compliance to 
market practices also emerged as 
a critical element for over 80% of 
respondents. iso 20022 emerged 
as the message standard with most 
potential to have an impact on cor-
porate actions quality and straight-
through processing in the survey. 

“There is an increasing interest 
among central securities deposi-
tories (Csd) to adopt global mes-
saging standards like iso 20022 
and 15022,” says Valentin. He 
also points that sWiFT is helping 
the adopters of the standards by 
easing implementation processes.

one challenge for firms that 
operate on a global basis is that 
many of the initiatives around 
identifying and developing mar-
ket practices are rather restricted 
to particular regions or nations. 

“a global consensus is still lack-
ing,” says Paul Wiltshire, director, 
CityiQ. Wiltshire also observes 
that companies need to work 
around first or ‘golden’ source 
of corporate actions information. 

“organisations still are using a va-
riety of data sources to send the 
information. a single source en-

sures more reliability and consist-
ency,” adds Wiltshire.

Nevertheless, growing aware-
ness of the need for structured data, 
a single source and common mar-
ket practices are gaining momen-
tum in many geographies. italy 
for example has gained some suc-
cess in developing and mandating 
best practices. Moreover Valentin 
says that corporate actions is slow-
ly evolving as a source of compet-
itive differentiation for market in-
frastructures. “With the advent of 
T2s in europe, Csds are thinking 
of corporate actions as a key differ-
entiator. Hence there is an interest 
in enhancing service quality which 
is evident from the traffic flows ob-
served on sWiFT,” he adds. 

Though downstream commu-
nications between depositories 
and custodians continue to im-
prove through the use of new 
standards and more automation, 
there remains a need for a col-
laborative approach that encom-
passes the issuer to make seam-
less communication a reality.

“banks are 
thinking about 
how cloud can 
help improve 
services to 
customers.”

Ben Millrood, group vice-president, Gartner 
Consulting

“adopting new standards necessarily 
involves often high investments in new 
systems.”

Virginie O’Shea, post-trade technology analyst, Aite Group

To learn more…
SWIFT Applications Platform 
Tuesday 30 October – 09:30-10:30

SWIFT cloud services as a game changer for 
the financial industry 
Monday 29 October – 16:00-16:45

To learn more…
Issuer to Investor: Corporate Actions – will we 
ever crack this?
Wednesday 31 October – 16:00-17:00
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PosT-TRade

T2S focus shifts to 
strategy, implementation
Questions may remain about the impact of TARGET2-Securities on Europe’s post-trade securities landscape, 
but the time for preparing is now, industry experts say.

The T2s (TaRgeT2-securities) pro-
ject to harmonise settlement in eu-
rope is moving from theory to reality, 

as the majority of euro-zone central secu-
rities depositories (Csds) – and some out-
side the euro area – have signed up to the 
framework agreement. Though the 2015 
live date seems a long way off, now is the 
time to start preparing – to assess the im-
pact on your business and operations, to 
determine your strategy to achieve readi-
ness and capitalise on the opportunities 
T2s creates, and to start selecting the part-
ners you will work with to realise your stra-
tegic goals around the project. 

These are among the key messages being 
delivered by market experts as the level of 
industry discussion about T2s continues 
to rise. The topic will be discussed further 
during a number of sessions at sibos.

Complexity, uncertainty, cost
The exact impact of T2s on the mar-
ket landscape is obviously not known at 
this point. indeed, there are some con-
cerns that even a clear understanding of 
the way T2s will work is not universal. 
speaking at a recent clearing and settle-
ment conference in London, Yvan Tim-
mermans, head of division, National bank 
of belgium, said: “i would stress the need 
to create awareness. sometimes it is dif-
ficult for small- and medium-sized invest-
ment banks to dedicate budget for analy-
sis of the impact of T2s. There is a huge 
amount of documentation and it can be 
difficult to find a way through it. as such, 
some of the basic principles of T2s are not 
well understood by all.”

The complexity of preparing for T2s is 
increased by the fact that it is not happen-

ing in isolation. during the same debate, 
graham Ray, director of global product 
management, direct securities services, 
deutsche bank, told delegates: “as this 
journey continues, we see a move away 
from discussing just T2s. There are so 
many developments around the regulato-
ry space – including the Csd Regulation – 
that T2s has become a combined discus-
sion. Clients are interested in talking about 
how to generally adapt to all the harmoni-
sation taking place in the settlement land-
scape today.”

one of the liveliest debates around the 
impact of T2s is how it will reshape the 
Csd landscape. Will the number of Csds 
fall as some struggle to compete on high-
er-value services in a world in which set-
tlement is commoditised? or will it rise, 
as new entrants look to secure a share of 
those value-added businesses, such as as-
set servicing? How many Csds are really 
capable of providing pan-european servic-
es, and successfully competing with agent 
banks in multiple local markets? and from 
a risk perspective, is it even desirable for 
Csds to rise up the value chain? 

The only certainty about the impact of 
T2s on Csds seems to be that all will 
be forced to invest in one way or anoth-
er. speaking at the recent sWiFT Nor-
dics Regional Conference in oslo, Janne 
Palvalin, manager, securities services 
at Nordea, said: “a huge investment is 
needed by Csds whether they join T2s 
or not, and we have Csds in very differ-
ent situations at the moment – from those 
who have recently made big investments 
that they have not amortised yet to small 
Csds without the reserves to do this 
alone. every Csd will face a major in-
vestment even to connect, and this could 
drive consolidation, platform sharing and 
co-operation.”

The cost of preparing for T2s is clearly 
a contentious issue in these times of very 
constrained budgets, and one that is preoc-
cupying market practitioners. as deutsche 
bank’s Ray said during the London con-
ference: “When we look at T2s and all 
these developments, the main objective is 
to shield clients from the real investment 
costs that are coming in this space. With 
all the mandated changes from a regulato-
ry perspective, there is already enough har-
monisation for an industry in a state of flux 
to deal with.”

Time to prepare
Though the number of outstanding ques-
tions about the impact of T2s remains high, 
it is not viable to take a wait-and-see ap-
proach before determining the impact and 
formulating your strategy, experts agree. 
speaking at another recent conference in 
London, ben Parker, head of clearing and 
settlement, eMea, ubs, said while “it 
took everybody a bit of time to understand 
the importance of T2s”, that understand-
ing is there now, and it’s time to act. as Hel-
mut Wacket, section head, T2s team at the 
european Central bank, told delegates dur-

ing the same debate: “2015 seems a long 
way away, but now is the time to prepare.” 

Harry Newman, T2s programme direc-
tor, sWiFT, adds: “From our perspec-
tive, we are seeing a race for budget. We 
are being deluged by customers wanting to 
discuss the implications of T2s for their 
infrastructures. They are examining the 
different business models they could adopt, 
and want to know the impact from an in-
frastructure point of view. 
“Yes, questions remain about what the 

business impact could be, but, wherever 
you are in the marketplace, you need to 
start assessing that now. although T2s 
doesn’t go live until 2015, the reality is 
that if you don’t budget this year, noth-
ing will happen next year. From a service 
provider perspective, i would be looking 
for a partner who can help me understand 
the possible scenarios in terms of business 
and operational impacts, and then who 
can take all the hassle around implemen-
tation away, allowing me to focus on my 
clients, and building a better model for 
delivery to them.”

“Bank of America Merrill Lynch” is the marketing name for the global banking and global markets businesses of Bank of America Corporation. 
Lending, derivatives, and other commercial banking activities are performed globally by banking affiliates of Bank  of  America Corporation, 
including Bank of America, N.A., member FDIC. Securities, strategic advisory, and other investment banking activities are performed globally by 
investment banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation (“Investment Banking Affiliates”), including, in the United States, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, 
Fenner & Smith Incorporated and Merrill Lynch Professional Clearing Corp., both of which are registered broker-dealers and members of FINRA and 
SIPC, and, in other jurisdictions, by locally registered entities. Investment products offered by Investment Banking Affiliates: Are Not FDIC Insured  
May Lose Value  Are Not Bank Guaranteed. ©2012 Bank of America Corporation
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“We are seeing a race 
for budget.”

Harry Newman, T2S programme director, SWIFT 

“every Csd will face a major investment even to 
connect.”

Janne Palvalin, manager, securities services, Nordea

To learn more…
T2S: project update and opportunities for non-European 
markets
Thursday 01 November – 10:45-11:15

Adapting to T2S: what are the challenges?
Tuesday 30 October – 15:30-16:30
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Come the revolution
Sweeping change in the post-trade environment could force participants to significantly re-orient their business.

The post trade space is expe-
riencing changes which will 
dramatically alter the oper-

ations of market participants. a 
number of sessions at sibos osa-
ka will explore major challenges 
ahead, in light of issues such as 
centrally cleared oTC derivatives, 
TaRgeT2-securities (T2s), the 
global versus local trade reposito-
ry debate, and changes to trade 
reporting.

a major development in the 
post trade space will centre on the 
challenges in adapting to T2s, a 
new settlement engine run by the 
european Central bank, offering 
delivery-versus-payment settle-
ment in central bank funds across 
all european securities markets.

Paul bodart, who joined the T2s 
board after retiring from his post 
as executive vice-president at glob-
al bank bNY Mellon, will speak 
at a T2s session titled ‘adapting 
to T2s: What are the Challeng-
es?’ He believes the move to T2s 
marks a significant milestone in 
the post-trade environment.
“This is the first time Csds are 

outsourcing an aspect of their 
work to a common platform, so 
they will have to reshape their 
operations to a certain degree,” 
says bodart.

infrastructure for the T2s pro-
ject is 75% complete, according 
to bodart, and a rigorous testing 
effort has begun ahead of a phase-
in launch beginning 15 June 2015.

The new technology will use 
the iso 20022 message format, 
which is more advanced and flex-
ible than the iso 15022 format 
most commonly used by Csds 
today. bodart believes T2s will 
limit sub-custodians to focus on 
servicing assets, not processing 
transactions.
“given the level of automa-

tion on the transaction side, i 
believe we will see a decline in 
costs of the transaction side driv-
en by T2s, but on the safe-keep-
ing side i expect costs to increase 
to reflect that it’s the most risky 
part of the business,” says bodart, 
adding currently there is uncer-
tainty over Csd pricing arrange-
ments, given the $0.15 flat fee on 
transactions charged by T2s.
“We don’t know what Csds 

will charge on top of the T2s 

transaction. i expect there will 
be communication fees for send-
ing messages between the Csd 
and T2s, but only one Csd has 
made its positions clear. Clear-
stream has said it will not charge 
anything on top of the T2s 
charge except communication 
fees,” bodart says.

No bigger issue
one of the biggest issues emerg-
ing this year is the push to clear 
oTC derivatives via central 
counterparties (CCP), which is 
included in the european market 
infrastructure regulation (eMiR).

alain Pochet, head of clearing, 
custody and corporate trust ser-
vices at bNP Paribas, will also 
speak at the T2s session along-
side bodart and believes the 
move to centrally clear oTC de-
rivatives will have a considerable 
impact on the market.
“in the post-trade space there is 

no bigger issue than oTC deriva-
tives clearing. This is the first con-
crete effect of dodd Frank, eMiR 
and other regulatory changes, so 
it’s very important for all post-
trade participants,” Pochet says.

The changes to clearing oTC 
derivatives and the long-awaited 
push for interoperability between 

CCPs in europe could offer a 
wealth of cost-saving options for 
traders looking to clear multiple 
asset classes through one CCP.
“There will be more chances to 

optimise liquidity and collateral be-
cause clearers will be able to work 
across venues and instruments. 
Clearing can be done in the same 
place, which will help optimise the 
initial margin and collateral,” Po-
chet says, adding the same benefits 
will flow to custodians.

“For custodial banks such as 
ourselves, which operate clearing 
across all financial products, in-
cluding securities as well as listed 
and oTC derivatives, the more 
you operate across all of a client’s 
instruments, the more opportuni-
ty you have to bring costs down 
and include additional services,” 
Pochet says.

Matching the future
gert Raeves, research director at 
financial research firm Tower-
group, believes changes to deriv-
atives clearing has already had a 
major impact on trade matching.
“The introduction of clearing, 

trading and reporting infrastruc-
ture on the swaps clearing side 
has changed the whole work flow 
for matching and trade confirma-
tion for both oTC and listed de-
rivatives,” says Raeves, adding 
complexity of derivatives process-
ing affords little chance to build 
on technology from the equities 
and fixed income space.
“There isn’t any reusability for 

the existing equities and fixed in-
come infrastructure to be applied 
to the derivatives side. We still 
have almost entirely institution-
alised silos,” says Raeves, who 
will talk at the ‘eTC and trade 

matching: From nice-to-have to 
necessity’ session.

The lack of automated trade 
matching and confirmation is 
a leading cause of failed trades. 
Trade matching services can op-
erate across the entire lifecycle 
of post-trade processes and work 
within participants’ straight-
through-processing (sTP) needs 
across all asset classes.

electronic trade confirmation 
(eTC) messages are most com-
monly sent using the iso 15022 
format, which has become the 
global standard and allows for 
greater end-to-end automation, 
including direct interfaces to 
CCPs and Csds.

despite advances in the de-
rivatives clearing space, Raeves 
believes a centralised solution 
is a long way off due to current 

market structure, so institutions 
will have to shoulder the burden 
of amassing data across venues 
and asset classes to improve ef-
ficiency.
“Market participants will still 

need to pull together data about 
liquidity, stock and cash availa-
bility, collateral and margin re-
quirements from multiple asset 
classes and multiple operational 
and data silos.
“They must find ways to con-

solidate and aggregate informa-
tion about efficient use of collat-
eral, optimising cash and foreign 
exchange flows to meet clear-
ing, settlement and margining re-
quirements,” Raeves says.

in the wake of the financial cri-
sis, trade repositories, where in-
formation about oTC derivatives 
trades is stored, have emerged as 
a way of mitigating problematic 
outcomes caused by the inherent 
complexity of derivatives.

Data wars
With the rising number of nation-
al trade repositories, a debate be-
tween global versus local has de-
veloped, which encompasses the 
need for global data across multi-
ple jurisdictions.

Marisol Collazo, global head 
of trade repository operations, at 
the depository Trust and Clear-
ing Corporation (dTCC), will 
speak at the ‘Trade repositories: 
global versus local’ session, and 
believes trade repositories must 
be global if they are to achieve 
their aims.
“Trade repositories focus on 

providing transparency to regula-
tors so they can effectively mon-
itor systemic risk in derivatives 
trading and to effectively achieve 

that you need a global set of data,” 
Collazo says.

The fragmentation of data 
across multiple repositories could 
lead to inaccuracies in determin-
ing systematic risk, in light of 
the interconnected nature of the 
swaps market.
“The oTC derivatives market 

is inherently global. if you have a 
trade between a us counterparty 
and a european counterparty on 
a Japanese underlier, the system-
ic risk of that trade is relevant to 
all three regulators,” says Collazo, 
adding a true sense of risk can only 
be seen with the contracts and un-
derlying reference entities for swaps.

in the us, the dTCC received 
provisional registration as a swaps 
data repository, and in europe it 
plans to register with esMa ac-
cord to the recently released tech-
nical guidelines. it is also active in 
Japan and singapore.

The central argument that na-
tional repositories could interop-
erate between global bodies such 
as the dTCC is unacceptable 
to Collazo, who believes such a 
structure would inevitably devel-
op inefficiencies.
“While in theory one could say 

interoperability is a solution, from 
a technical perspective, the recon-
ciliation of data in terms of global 
dealers trading in multiple jurisdic-
tions would create a burden of re-
porting which would increase op-
erational costs and challenge data 
inventory controls,” says Collazo.

“in the post-trade space, there is no 
bigger issue than oTC derivatives 
clearing.”

Alain Pochet, head of clearing, custody and corporate trust services, BNP Paribas

“There isn’t any 
reusability for the 
existing equities 
and fixed income 
infrastructure to 
be applied to the 
derivatives side.”

Gert Raeves, research director,  
TowerGroup

To learn more…
In a changing securities landscape are you 
getting what you need from CSD market 
infrastructures
Wednesday 31 October – 09:30-10:30

Business Panel – Standards and Trade 
Repositories
Wednesday 31 October – 11:15-12:00

ETC and trade matching: From nice-to-have 
to necessity
Thursday 01 November – 09:30-10:30

CCPs for OTC derivatives: The right answer 
of a nightmare in the making?
Thursday 01 November – 11:00-12:00

“This is the 
first time 

Csds are 
outsourcing 
an aspect of 

their work to 
a common 
platform.”

Paul Bodart, member,  
T2S board
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Shouldn’t you own your 
own data?
Peer-to-peer technologies such as the Digital Asset 
Grid provide an insight into how information will be 
managed, owned and distributed in the near future.

If you own a personal computer, tablet 
and smartphone, have you stopped to 
consider who owns the personal data 

you tap into them – your digital assets? 
Have you ever envisaged a personal cloud 
account which could store and manage all 
your digital assets, i.e. personal data like 
name, address, bank accounts, member-
ship cards, online shopping history, health 
records etc? Wouldn’t that save some val-
uable time?

each time you change your address, it 
is a hassle to notify the change of address 
to all necessary contacts, counterparts and 
suppliers. but this could change soon. in 
partnership with banks and technologists, 
sWiFT is developing a digital asset grid, 
which will allow individuals and compa-
nies to manage and store data in a cloud-
based environment. 

an innotribe research project, the digi-
tal asset grid is a platform for peer-to-peer 
data sharing in which people, businesses 
or devices within a network can commu-
nicate directly with each other. With such 
internet-based tools to control your per-
sonal digital information, you might only 
need to update your address once and it 
will very soon be reflected in all places that 
matter, dispersed courtesy of the digital 
asset grid.

Assert control
For almost a decade, internet giants like 
google, Yahoo, amazon and Facebook 
have collected and stored personal data 
of individuals. but once the digital as-
set grid becomes a reality, the control 
of personal data could fall back into the 
hands of individuals. getting the digi-
tal asset grid to market is not an easy 
proposition. similar projects have been 
launched in the recent past without gain-
ing critical mass. Microsoft tried to intro-
duce the Hailstorm initiative 10 years ago 
and intel, sun, oracle and aoL attempt-
ed on a similar venture called The Liber-
ty alliance. 

However, drummond Reed, co-founder 
of Respect Networks, says that banks and 
sWiFT have a chance to succeed where 
others failed, in no small part due to the 
credibility they enjoy when it comes to 
managing financial assets. While Micro-
soft was grappling with Windows-relat-
ed security problems, the involvement of 
third-party vendors crashed the Liberty 
alliance project, because of concerns over 
security risks. 

as trusted guardians of financial as-
sets, banks and sWiFT are uniquely posi-
tioned to act as platform providers, creat-
ing the “rules of the game” and controlling 
use of and access to the platform. Moreo-
ver, the financial sector works under rig-
orous regulatory oversight and is already 
specialised in creating and managing 
governance and compliance 
that enables assets to flow. its 
pre-existing ecosystem of retail 
and corporate customers, com-
bined with existing identity and 
attribute verification and valida-
tion services, also gives the bank-
ing sector an edge.

as a business opportunity, the 
flow of verifiable data from a 
wide range of trusted sources via 
the digital asset grid could ena-
ble banks to develop value added 
services which are currently either 
impossible to create or prohibitively 
expensive to do so.

Reed says, “Trust is another main 
aspect of success which sWiFT and 
the banks command.” sWiFT’s 
reputation for security, neutral gov-
ernance and operational excellence 
are also an advantage. Reed further 
adds, “unlike previous initiatives, 
the digital asset grid is a decen-
tralised network and the architec-
ture is designed to use the Trust 
Framework”. The Trust Frame-
work is a certification program de-
veloped by an open industry body 
and recognised by government au-
thorities like the us Cio Council to 
confirm the identity and reliability of 
organisations. Moreover, Reed stress-
es the digital asset grid is designed to 
be a platform on which the entire eco-
system of third-party developers will be 
able to start building applications based 
on trust frameworks. “These apps will be 
key in the adoption of the digital asset 
grid,” he adds. Reed’s company is work-
ing with sWiFT to provide personal data 
network based on trust framework for 
digital asset grid. 

Following months of development in 
innotribe’s incubation labs, sibos del-
egates will catch a glimpse of this new 
technology in osaka, where practical ap-
plications, such as lifetime contact man-
agement, will be unveiled, as well as the 
prototype of the digital asset grid’s 
back-end infrastructure.

Taking Sibos

To learn more…
Digital Asset Grid
Wednesday 31 October – 16:00-17:30
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Startups give 
Sibos the S-factor
Successful semi-finalists will be coached in Osaka to 
achieve perfect pitch.

It used to be that you had to go to sili-
con Valley to find a tech startup to help 
you leverage the latest technology. but 

banks are now presented with a window 
on the world of high-tech, low-budget in-
novation right here at sibos through the 
innotribe startup Challenge. 
“The startup Challenge is a vital compo-

nent of innotribe’s work to nurture new so-
lutions to common financial industry chal-
lenges, and innotribe@sibos is the ideal 
environment in which to foster collabo-
rative engagement with the most exciting 
new propositions coming out of the start-
up community,” says Kosta Peric, head of 
innovation at sWiFT. 

Last year, small firms from across the 
world signed up to the innotribe start-
up Challenge in the hope of demonstrat-
ing how their ideas could blossom in the 
finance sector via the sWiFT communi-
ty of more than 10,000 banking organi-
sations globally. Ten finalists were flown 
to Toronto to present in front of an invit-
ed audience of decision makers including 
bankers, serial entrepreneurs, investors 
and media. after a thorough examination 
of their products, plans and perspectives, 
guardTime, designer of a keyless signa-
ture technology, and Truaxis, which de-
veloped a statementRewards application 
that creates data-driven personalised ser-
vices for financial institutions, emerged 
as winners. 

Network benefits
Truaxis has since been acquired by Mas-
terCard, while guardTime is working 
with a number of banks and other finan-
cial institutions to integrate its solutions 
into their services. shehzad daredia, head 
of product, Truaxis, says, “the innotribe 
event was extremely beneficial and gave 
us a seal of approval from some of the in-
dustry’s top critics. This industry-wide ac-
knowledgement of our service has been 
immensely useful in starting discussions 
and building partner relationships.” but 
the benefits of participation accrue not 
only to winners. around 30% of innotribe 
startup Challengers have attracted further 
funding, including Toronto finalist Trans-
ferWise, which raised us$1.3 million from 
investors. 

miiCard, which provides real-time iden-
tity verification, was voted ‘Most Prom-
ising startup’ at the challenge in 2010. 
Ceo James Varga says, “We’ve really 
benefited from the insights, opportuni-
ties and support that have come through 
the innotribe network. The exposure has 
helped us get recognised as a global play-
er in electronic identity and verification 
and paved the way for discussions with 

innovating financial providers and banks.” 
miiCard secured £500,000 in funding 
in september 2011 and £1.6 million in 
april this year.

The success of the startup Challenge 
has encouraged its expansion. over-
all, about 400 startups have participated 
in the 2012 contest, judged by a panel of 
over 100 industry experts, including sen-
ior innovation executives at global finan-
cial institutions, angel and venture inves-
tors. Three regional semi-final events saw 
startups from america, eMea and asia 
presenting their ideas in New York, bel-
fast and singapore. The winners of the 
early and growth stage categories in each 
regional semi-final will be joined by nine 
other firms selected via an online poll to 
give the osaka voting panel a choice of 
15 potential winners. similar to TV talent 
shows, all 15 rivals will be offered coach-
ing ahead of and during sibos to ensure 
they present their ideas to achieve opti-
mum impact. 

However, some of the finalists have al-
ready started to taste success. Playmoolah 
recently announced that its ‘Mighty sav-
ers’ online platform will be used to teach 
financial literacy to the young customers of 
singapore-based oCbC bank. 

Social innovation
in its effort to drive innovation across all 
sections of financial community, the in-
notribe team is launching a social finance 
innovation platform in osaka in associa-
tion with ashoka, a global association of 
3,000 social entrepreneurs. The aim is to 
identify collaborative social innovations 
with the potential to deliver new bank-
ing products and services. Projects in the 
sphere of financial inclusion, financial lit-
eracy, technology or non-tech solutions 
or services, will be presented to a panel of 
judges, with successful applicants induct-
ed into innotribe’s incubator program. 
“The social Finance innovation Plat-

form is an excellent opportunity to open 
new markets and customer segments 
whilst also linking back to social business,” 
says Martine de Weirdt,  innovation lead-
er, sWiFT. 

Kosta Peric, #Innotribe  
– Twitter Q&A 
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to the edge

“industry-wide 
acknowledgement has 
been immensely useful 
in building partner 
relationships.”
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Openness and education 
are two of the key themes 
at the sibos 2012 stand-

ards Forum, which aims to be ac-
cessible to attendees at all levels 
of knowledge and experience.
“We’ve set an agenda that will 

enable people to grow their un-
derstanding of standards from 
a little to a lot by the end of 
the week,” says Juliette Kennel, 
head of standards at sWiFT. 
every morning we will have an 
educational session with an aca-
demic to help people understand 
what standards can do and get to 
grips with the value that stand-
ards can unlock.”

in its ninth year, the stand-
ards Forum offers a more com-
prehensive line-up than ever, re-
flecting the overarching themes 
of practical standards implemen-
tation and ensuring global stand-
ards take account of local needs. 
as such, education sessions are 
mixed with workshops, panel dis-

cussions, lunchtime debates and 
insights from industry leaders.

Real world examples will be 
presented throughout the week; 
such as the issue of character sets 
or the use of new standards such 
as  the legal entity identifier (Lei), 
which is an industry solution to 
the patchwork nature of financial 
counterparty reference data, high-
lighted as a regulatory problem in 
the aftermath of the financial cri-
sis as the authorities to identify 
counterparties to transactions in-
volving insolvent firms.
“it may not be the very first time 

a standard has been very globally 
mandated but it is certainly a very 
high profile and visible example,” 
says Kevin Houstoun, co-chairman 
of FiX Protocol Limited’s global 
technical committee and chairman 
of software firm Rapid addition.

The Lei is an important part of 
the group of 20 (g-20) countries’ 
response to the financial crisis. The 
concept was mandated for use by 

us regulators as part of the dodd-
Frank act in July 2010, and in May 
2011 the international organisa-
tion for standardisation (iso) de-
veloped a draft specification for a 
global Lei, iso 17442, a 20 digit 
alpha-numeric random code.
“it was a very unusual project 

given its potential influence over 
the number of different parties 
involved with so many different 
backgrounds,” says satoru Yam-
adera, head of the internation-
al standardisation group in the 
institute for Monetary and eco-
nomic studies at bank of Japan, 
whose role is to act, together with 
the industry, as the Japanese sec-
retariat on the mirror committee 
for iso’s TC68 regional group.
“all the iso members were 

aware of the importance of flex-
ibility and expandability of the 
system,” he says. “during the 
discussion we came to realise 
that differences such as languag-
es, data privacy, and involvement 

of existing registry systems, need 
to be considered. in a clear man-
ner we tried to capture all the dif-
ferences because the Lei has to 
be workable everywhere.”

The Lei project, which is ex-
pected to go live in March 2013, 
is being overseen by the Finan-
cial stability board (Fsb), a 
cross-border agency focussed 
on enhancing financial stability, 
formed by the g-20 in 2009. iso, 
sWiFT, us post-trade facility 
the depository Trust & Clearing 

Corporation, and several glob-
al trade bodies have played key 
roles in supporting and operating 
the Lei, with iso responsible for 
maintaining the standard. To ac-
commodate the us Commod-
ity Futures Trading Commis-
sion’s timelines for adopting new 
oTC swap rules, sWiFT and 
the dTCC have also developed 
an interim solution, the CFTC 
interim Compliant identifier, 
which is designed to be fully com-
patible with the Fsb framework.

“The id of an 
entity must 
involve some 
understanding of 
local systems.”

Satoru Yamadera, head of international 
standardisation group, Institute for Monetary 

and Economic Studies, Bank of Japan

sTaNdaRds FoRuM

Industry response shows 
value of standards
Adopting and implementing standards such as LEI and ISO 20022 is top of mind for many, along with  
thoughts on how to make global messages work for all.
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Getting adopted
“There are two things you need 
to get a standard widely adopted: 
one is openness, for example iso 
standards which anyone can get 
access to; the second is credibili-
ty, in the sense that people believe 
everybody will adopt it,” says 
Houstoun. “i think if a standard’s 
genesis is at the g-20 and the ex-
ecution is delivered via the Fsb it 
is effectively mandated globally.”

The Fsb has identified numer-
ous benefits that the Lei will de-
liver: improved risk manage-
ment in firms; greater awareness 
of both micro- and macro-pru-
dential risks; a reduction in fraud 
and market abuse; assistance 
with orderly resolution; enhanced 

straight-through processing; and 
improving the overall quality and 
accuracy of financial data. The 
existing need for systems to cross-
check on any firm’s identity due 
to multiple identifiers being used 
is also described by the Fsb as 
creating “substantial deadweight 
costs across the economy” which 
will be removed by the Lei.

after the g-20 Cannes summit 
on 3 November 2011, the Fsb 
set up an Lei expert group to 
deliver clear recommendations 
with respect to the implementa-
tion of a global Lei system.
“The discussions on how to 

make the global Lei system op-
erational have moved to the Fsb 
implementation group (ig). The 

role of iso in this part is to partic-
ipate in the discussion as techni-
cal experts,” says Yamadera. “in 
this regard, [our part of iso] is 
participating in the Private sector 
Preparatory group (PsPg).”

The PsPg is a 200-member 
group that is assisting the ig in 
the next three stages that are 
needed for the project to meet 
the March 2013 deadline: estab-
lishing a charter for regulatory 
oversight; setting up a legal and 
physical foundation for the Lei’s 
foundation; and delivering a study 
on how the Lei system’s number-
ing scheme will actually work.
“The original idea was for some 

sort of centralised system, which 
would work in an ideal situation, 
but when we understood the com-
plex reality, people came from a 
more balanced approach,” says 
Yamadera. “The id of an entity 
must involve some understanding 
of local systems; if you can collect 
all the data for one country and 
store it in the repository, in what 
language will you store it? How 
can you verify that information is 
accurate? The Roman alphabet is 
dominant but in order to validate 
information when we consolidate 
it we may need to have a local lan-
guage centre as well.”

Development of 
standards
Where take-up of standards is 
not universal, firms that are ear-
ly adopters may be challenged to 
justify the additional workload 
they are taking on. To combat this, 
sWiFT is delivering tools to make 
adoption simpler. Now scheduled 
to go live in 2015, TaRgeT2-
securities (T2s) is the european 
cross-border settlement engine be-
ing constructed by the european 
Central bank. The standards for 
banks connected to T2s are well 
established, with the iso 20022 
message format being used across 
the sWiFT network, however in 
some cases banks have become 
bottleneck for client information.
“How do we manage T2s on 

the market side, at a time when 
most of our clients are using iso 
15022?” asks brian Crabtree, di-
rector of market practice, stand-
ards and sWiFT, global Trans-
action services, Citi. “sWiFT’s 
new ‘Mystandards’ tool is a sig-
nificant help here, in terms of 
managing our internal usage of 
a standard, tracking changes and 
documenting our support for a 
standard back out to our clients.”

The Mystandards website of-
fers all of the relevant informa-

tion on a sWiFT member’s sup-
port of standards, however the 
member must choose to support 
the site.

Kennel says, “What has be-
come apparent is that we can help 
in the way that people implement 
these standards and reduce the 
cost and heartache involved. by 
creating quite simple tools, in-
cluding things like Mystandards, 
we can help people get much bet-
ter value out of standards than we 
might have otherwise.”
“it’s got a lot of potential im-

mediately for helping firms like 
Citi and in making our client in-
teractions better,” says Crabtree. 

“There’s a big opportunity to ex-
pand on that going forward.”

The Single Euro Payments Area offers you all the benefits of an open European market. 

But first you will have to get ready for the end date. That means getting to know the SEPA 

rulebooks, allocating time and resources for the migration, and developing new SEPA-proof 

services. By outsourcing SEPA processing to a dedicated and experienced partner, you can 

enjoy the benefits while outsourcing the challenges. Equens is this outsourcing partner for 

a fast-growing number of European banks that appreciate our knowledge of local markets. 

We are transforming their domestic payments into SEPA payments, processing their SEPA 

transactions at a competitive price, and developing additional services in order to maintain 

and upgrade current service levels. Interested? Visit us at Sibos in Osaka, Hall 5–booth C05. 

Sound solutions, solid results www.equens.comwww.equens.com

SEPA
Outsource your    processing 
to a solid partner

“There are two things you need get 
a standard widely adopted: one is 
openness; the other is credibility.”

Kevin Houstoun, co-chairman, global technical committee,  
FIX Protocol Limited and chairman, Rapid Addition

sTaNdaRds FoRuM

To learn more…

Up close and personal with Satoru 
Yamadera, Bank of Japan 
Monday 29 October – 16:00-16:30

Up close and personal with Kevin Houstoun, 
Fix Protocol Limited 
Wednesday 31 October – 15:15-15:45

Food for thought – Local characters in a 
global market: Messages that work for 
everyone 
Thursday 01 November – 12:30-13:30

Business panel – The need for digitized data 
and XBRL 
Thursday 01 November – 11:15 – 12:00

Meet the market practitioners 
Wednesday 31 October – 17:00-18:00

Business panel: ‘Why Securities Market 
Infrastructures are using ISO 20022 
Tuesday 30 October – 14:00-14:45

Let’s get practical: A customer’s take on 
MyStandards 
Tuesday 30 October – 16:00-17:00

Education session: MyStandards – What is it 
– and why should you care? 
Tuesday 30 October – 11:15-11:45

http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=193
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=193
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=192
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=192
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=202
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=202
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=202
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=214
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=214
http://www.sibos.com/conferencedata/pages/session_details_forum.page?sessionID=211
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TRaNsaCTioN baNKiNg

Know your customer, … 
yourself and your competitor
Specialisation and collaboration will define the new transaction banking champions, says Stefan Dab,  
senior partner, The Boston Consulting Group (BCG).

More highly prized since post-crisis 
investment bank margins and vol-
umes have been slashed, these are 

still tough times for transaction banks.
Regulation and stiffening competition 

are piling pressure on margins. Meanwhile, 
as per transaction revenues decline, more 
sophisticated customers are coming to 
their banks with great expectations.

Nowhere is the impact – and potential 
– of aggressive competition more evident 
than in mobile payments, new value prop-
ositions for which will be covered in Tues-
day’s session, ‘Placing your bets on mobile 
payments’, one of four at this year’s sibos 
to be introduced by bCg partners.
“on the one hand, mobilisation is giving 

rise to non-bank competitors aggressively 
vying to capture mobile transaction data 
and revenues,” says bCg senior partner 
and managing director stefan dab. “on 
the other hand, it is providing banks with 
a means to serve the unbanked and a new 
way to engage customers.”

in fact, transaction banking remains stub-
bornly on banks’ strategic agenda because 
it’s profitable – and growing. bCg forecasts 

that it will generate close to us$750 billion 
in global revenues this year, with annual av-
erage growth of 10% through to 2020.

For one thing, it has significant structur-
al advantages, not least as a relatively low-

risk source of liquidity with moderate cy-
clicality in volumes and revenues and low 
capital consumption.

For another, it creates a route to other 
parts of the client’s business. amid wide-
spread rationalisation of banking relation-
ships, customers are choosing banks with 
significant transaction banking prowess. in 
a world where excelling in transactions will 
enable banks to become ‘core’, the value 
of transaction banking is far greater than 
the sum of the transactions themselves.
“in the ‘new, new normal’ of banking, be-

ing a customer’s core bank is paramount 
to strong performance,” says dab.

Smart innovation
Would-be transaction banking champions 
will have to work harder for core status, 
says dab. That will mean future-proof-
ing their operating models by, for example, 
shifting operations from the front office to 
the back office, redesigning key process-
es end-to-end, optimising insourcing and 
outsourcing, and consolidating locations.
“in our bank conversations, optimal op-

erating model is a hot topic,” he says.
Running through future-proofed trans-

action banks, dab will tell a session audi-
ence on Tuesday, will be smart innovation, 
focused not just on the product but across 
operations, processes and partnerships. a 
better handle on a bank’s target client-
group, for example, will enable it to gener-
ate new ways of pricing services based on 
the value brought to the customer.

Value to the customer will become all the 
more important as transaction banks deter-
mine their target segments – industries and 
geographies – according to their capabilities 
and infrastructure, he says. some banks will 
specialise in serving industries with com-
plex transaction needs; others will leverage 
their skillsets and platforms to serve similar 
industries across multiple regions.

although the clients may be different, 
the need to focus on core competencies 
will be just as important in brazil as it is 
in the us. “banks can no longer be every-
thing to everybody,” says dab.

segmentation will require banks to recog-

nise geographic and sectoral specificities. if 
they once believed they were part of a glob-
al industry, transaction banks are having 
to acknowledge the diversity of local struc-
tures, economies and behaviours. it is most 
obvious in retail banking, in market quirks 
such as brazil’s card penetration — the re-
sult of past hyperinflation – or the fact that 
german consumers are more likely to use 
debit cards than credit cards. in wholesale 
banking, client needs are often sector-driv-
en, with similar needs shared across conti-
nents by, say, utilities or exporters.

either way, a common theme across the 
industry is that transaction banks need to 
manage customer expectations better, not 
least as emerging markets create potential-
ly billions of new customers and small- to 
medium-sized entities increasingly expect 
to trade globally.
“banks need to know not only what cus-

tomers want and expect but also what they 
are willing to pay for,” says dab.

Collaborating competitors
as banks recognise that they must pare 
down their focus to specific segments, ex-
pect to see a concomitant focus on collab-
oration between banks via a model that ex-
tends well beyond correspondent banking.

This is especially true for banks expand-
ing globally, including in emerging mar-
kets – a theme explored in a Monday ses-
sion. a german bank, for example, will 
look for a primary partner for its german 
clients in asia, whether that is for mobile 
payments in india or trade finance else-
where in the region.

driven by specific needs, these new, 
technically complex partnerships will in-
clude some form of systems integration or 
at least connectivity.
“success involves rethinking who’s a 

competitor and who’s a partner and align-
ing the partnership model with the bank’s 
strategy,” says dab. “For banks striving to 
follow their clients overseas, partnerships 
with local banks are critical to providing 
access to domestic payment infrastructure 
and local market knowledge.”

He adds: “Local market smarts is of in-
creasing importance.”

To learn more…

Building future-proof operating models in wholesale 
transaction banking 
Tuesday 30 October – 16:00-17:00

Capturing emerging payments opportunities in rapidly 
developing economies 
Monday 29 October – 16:00-17:00

Adapting to new global trade flows and to the rise of Asia 
in global commerce 
Tuesday 30 October – 09:45-10:45

Placing your bets on mobile payments 
Wednesday 31 October – 16:00-17:00
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“banks can no longer 
be everything to 
everybody.”

Stefan Dab, senior partner and managing director,  
The Boston Consulting Group
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iN CoNVeRsaTioN

around the world in 180 minutes
Three very different perspectives on current economic and financial trends are offered in this year’s ‘In 
Conversation’ interviews.

The three ‘in Conversation’ ses-
sions at sibos 2012 offer delegates 
the chance to gain valuable insights 

from three influential figures in the fields 
of european, gulf and global finance and 
economics.

The sessions are aimed at broadening our 
understanding of an increasingly complex 
and rapidly evolving financial world char-
acterised by fast paced technological inno-
vation and economic, financial and political 
change, as evidenced by crisis and contrac-
tion in europe, tentative steps towards eco-
nomic recovery in the us and financial 
growth and development in the gulf.

This year’s participants are Larry 
Hatheway, global chief economist and 
head of macro-strategy at ubs investment 
bank, benoit Coeuré, member of the exec-
utive board of the european Central bank 
and former deputy director general at the 
French Treasury, and osama al Rahma, 
managing director of the dubai-based al 
Fardan exchange and chairman of global 
Reach Portal services.

harsh medicine
Hatheway will provide both a macro-eco-
nomic overview of the causes and conse-
quences of the euro-zone crisis and a glob-
al economic outlook. Last september, he 
published a research paper with two fel-
low ubs economists which put the cost 
of a euro break–up at 20% of gdP for re-
maining creditor states and 40% of gdP 
for exiting debtor states. Twelve months on, 
Hatheway believes europe will find a way 
out of the current crisis, albeit emerging in 
a different form. “it is going to be a difficult 
transition with lots of setbacks along the 
way,” he said. “The longer the misery con-
tinues, the more likely it is that a populist 
backlash will take place that could be uti-
lised to take a country out of the euro-zone.”

september saw widespread demonstra-
tions in greece, spain, and italy against 
the harsh and protracted realities of fiscal 
austerity measures and structural reforms 
which continue to drive up unemployment 
and stifle the conditions for growth.

Without concerted action by european 
leaders to make significant political and 
economic changes to promote econom-
ic recovery and preserve the euro and eu-
ropean political unity, the general consen-
sus is the decline will worsen. “it is time to 
substitute the harsh medicine of austerity 
with a little palliative care,” says Hatheway.

against this backdrop of unrest, europe-
an Central bank (eCb) president Mario 
draghi announced a conditional bond pur-
chase programme – dubbed outright mone-
tary transactions (oMT) – designed to avert 
a spanish default. Notwithstanding this pos-
itive development, Hatheway believes there 
are no short-term solutions to the severity of 
the problems facing the region.
“There are no particular policies or mag-

ic bullets to restore growth in countries un-
dergoing adjustments, however steps can be 
taken which make it more likely that success 
will be achieved over the medium term.”

The success or failure of the oMT pro-
gramme will lie in the detail. Criticism has 

already been levelled at the proposals on 
grounds that the eCb, created for the pur-
pose of promoting price stability, has over-
stepped its remit. Hatheway characterised 
the eCb’s move as a step in the right di-
rection albeit perhaps taken on the wrong 
foot. “The eCb is taking on a very pecu-
liar and not a particularly appropriate role 
as a fiscal agent in proposing conditions 
which it would have a difficult time enforc-
ing, it is putting itself into a bit of a policy 
cul-de-sac,” he remarked.

eCb commitments in the form of a crit-
ical policy-setting meeting in early octo-
ber prevented sibos issues from speaking 
to benoit Coeuré. His session on Wednes-
day 31 october is intended to provide an 
extensive insight into recent developments 
and policy responses in the euro-zone area, 
to examine lessons that can be learnt on 
europe’s experience of financial integra-
tion and to consider the impact and effec-
tiveness of selected international and fi-
nancial market infrastructures initiatives.

in his domestic and european roles, 
Coeuré has played an important role in de-
vising and implementing policies that pre-
serve and protect the euro and european 
political and economic unity.

Creating strength
al Fardan exchange’s al Rahma will shift 
the focus of debate from europe to the gulf 
and examine the impact of technological ad-
vances on the development and range of re-
mittance services in the gulf region where 
migrant workers make up a significant pro-
portion of the population in the uae. “Rap-
id advances in technological capabilities 
drive customer expectation and demand. Fi-
nancial institutions offering remittance ser-
vices must overcome huge challenges to 
successfully meet the fast-paced rate of tech-
nological innovation whilst ensuring compli-
ance with regulatory requirements and high 
standards of security,” he said.

The al Fardan exchange has focused 
on developing relationships with strategic 
business partners to enhance technological 
expertise and to extend the range and qual-
ity of remittance services on offer and its 
coverage inside and outside the gulf region 

while mitigating infrastructure costs associ-
ated with new technology. “We are joining 
hands to create strength,” said al Rahma.

While the precise details of his session are 
still under development at time of writing, 
al Rahma is likely to provide insight into 
economic and financial growth in the re-
gion, looking at how the uae has diversified 
and insulated itself from oil price fluctua-
tions and how infrastructure investment has 
helped create conditions where economies 
are now exceeding annual growth forecasts.

He will also consider lessons to be learnt 
from the european crisis to strengthen 
economic success in the region. using the 
example of the dubai international Fi-
nancial Centre’s regulatory framework, al 
Rahma will look at how the region is work-
ing to overcome legal and regulatory infra-
structure challenges to attract considerable 
foreign investment and how commonali-
ties between economies within the region 
help to drive its growth.
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MX.3, The World’s Leading Capital 
Markets Integrated Platform.
Your Solution for:
• Improved Risk Control 
• Streamlined Operations
• Boosted Performances
• Clearing Efficiency

stand 
3a17

DISCOVER HOW MUREX ADDRESSES THE CRITICAL CHALLENGES 
POSED BY TODAY’S EVOLVING FINANCIAL MARKETPLACE

Register for a business session and learn more about our solutions and services in relation to Clearing 
or Collateral Management, get an overview of the capabilities of Murex’s MX.3 Platform in a cross-
asset and multi-entity framework, or schedule a private meeting with our solution experts.

More information available @ www.murex.com/sibos 
Contact us at sibos@murex.com to schedule a meeting

HAPPY HOUR – From Tuesday to Wednesday – 4-6 pm
Join Us for Drinks and Appetizers in the Murex « Lounge »

To learn more…
In Conversation with Larry Hatheway, Global Chief 
Economist, UBS
Tuesday 30 October – 14:00-15:00

In Conversation with Benoît Cœuré, Member of the 
Executive Board, European Central Bank
Wednesday 31 October – 14:00-15:00

In Conversation with Osama Al Rahma, Managing 
Director, Al Fardan Exchange
Thursday 01 November – 14:00-15:00

“Rapid advances in technological capabilities 
drive customer expectation and demand.”

Osama Al Rahma, managing director, Al Fardan Exchange

“it is time to 
substitute the 
harsh medicine 
of austerity with 
a little palliative 
care.”

Larry Hatheway,  
global chief economist, UBS



Redefining post-trade 
processing through
Flexibility, Efficiency & Control

Stand 4B16 / Pre-book your meeting:
smartstream-stp.com/sibos

SmartStream has always been at the forefront of 
the transaction processing environment; whether 
it is liquidity transparency, visibility into positions, 
or moving operations to true intra-day processing 
– we are well positioned to meet the ever-changing
demands put on the industry.

SmartStream's ability to create centres of excellence
to deliver accuracy and operational efficiency means
that we continue to help firms achieve greater control
and cost reduction in their operations.

To understand how our technology supports new
growth strategies, your local SmartStream team is
ready to welcome you in Osaka for an exclusive
business meeting or solution demo.

Pre-book your meeting today.

Post-Trade Solutions

Confirmations Matching

Corporate Actions
Processing

Liquidity Management

Reconciliations
(Account Receivables, 
ETD/OTC, General Ledger)

Cloud Services

Corporate Actions 
Event Management

Reconciliations

Reference Data
Management

Transaction Fees & 
Invoice Management


